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■ me of the distinguished twentieth-century A» ric-n 

essayists w= s Agnes Reptile: . She has been widely acknow
ledged as being "supreme among American essayists, «3> as 

one of "the most interesting figures in ct nteinp r. ry l.fe,*^ 

«& bright ?.nr finisnen ornament of Aawciccn letters,**0 She 

was awarder nu;»-er >us honors by several prominent insti

tutions of learning, She received honorary degrees from 

Yale, Colux-bit , Pennsylvania, and Princeton bniv rsities, 

Botre Dame awarded her "the highest honor within its 

gifts,” the hectare Bea&l, for "distinguished achievement 

in letters and & noble exemplification of Catholic womn- 
hood,"4 She was elected a aoaher of tee N tional Institute 

of Arts and Letters, and Catholic Poetry Society of America 

made her its vice-president - t its inception in 1.51.

The purpose of this thesis is to trace the development 

of her literary career from its early beginn.igs to its 

full flowering an nature growth as well as to study some 

of her essays dealing with social and literary criticism 

in order to indicate their value ano interest to the 

modern world of letters, Agnes Hepplier was a versatile

1. Edythe Helen Browne, "A Birthd- y for Agnes Rep tier,” 
America, Vol. 49 (April £2, logo), p 65,

2. George Stewart Stokes, Agnes Repplier, f;,qy of Letters,
Philadelphia, Ch’iversit-y of Pennsylvania press, I--49,..p. 115

3. EU.ery Sedgwick, Attentie Monthly, cited by Stokes, 
op. ext., p, 217.

4. Stokes, p. 157,
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as well as & prolific writer and wrote stories, v.rse, 

biographies, as well as essays. However, only her essays 

will be taken into act ant in this undertaking for her 

literary reputation rests ~.cmiy ox; tneu, Aimultnneously, 

an attempt will be made to show her intellectual - nd social 

developmenta*

Come uttenti will be given to her early background 

and furuai educ. tionj a brief examination will be made of 

her e. vly interest in reading and in writing* Due consi-

detati be |ive» to I......... rly circumstances which

determined her choice of a career and to the influences 

which aided in the sha mg and in the maxing of that deci

sion* Attention will be given to her early literary efforts 

and to her initial success as an author and her eventual 

blooming into a full-fledged writer by the outIdeation of 

her first book.

A stony wfii ;>.l3o be a..he of tho various activities 

in which Miss Rep,lier engaged in order to bro-.den her 

cultural, social, end Intellectual borisone so »s to become 

a more loomed cad enlightened writer. She led a quiet 

but Indus tri us life end. much of it was spent, besides 

writing, in reading, lecturing, travelling, md meet. -.g 

the intellectu Is of her ti-.-e. She lived a full life and

gave much ci her fullness to the world in her writing
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Finally, an e'xand.net ion will be lode of her major 

social and literary pronoun' events in her essays as an 

attempt to rev< 1 her mind, her ideals, her taste, her 

standards, and principles by which she judged contemporary 

life an letters# Sox® ca».elusions will be made regarding 

the soundness of he-, criticiss and the quality of her 

contribution tc American letters,

detailed analysis of any phase of her writing will 

be m&te presently because of the breadth ano. scope of her 

writing. There is no province of the essayist that she has 

left ...ntouohed, This work is but a brief and exploratory 

study of some of the more notable features of her critical 

thought; it is not ,• full investigation of her achievement 

as a writer.

Mss Hep; liar still stands high among the American 

essayists, for she has revived and permanently enriche* the 

personal and informal essay* Her writings re n t ’’museum 

pieces,” for they were, in the stain, written for all ges.

They are disciplined by culture”; they "represent, they 
spring from, a quality of cultural stability.”1 Because of 

the great art she achieved as a stylist, beer-use of the 

wisdom as well as wit that characterise her essays, she bids 

fair to bo.4_d a permanent place in American literary history.

1. Howard Mumford Jones, ’’Informal Essayist,” Too Saturday 
few, (April BO, 1949), p. b£*

xand.net
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CHAPTER I 

THE Y3UBG REBEL

The history of American literature is replete with 

biographies of outstanding thinkers or writers who as 

adolescents manifest an uncommon independence of thought 

and of conduct and who, in consequence, frequently had 

difficulties with school authorities but who as adults 

adjusted themselved to life satisfactorily and very often 

won recognition in some field of endeavour. Agnes Repplier 

was one such individual. Her rise to fame w< s rather 
phenomenal. The origin of her literary career can be 

traced to her early youth. This chapter is devoted to a 

brief study of her background, her early life and her 

formal education.

While Agnes Repplier has been acknowledged as one of 

the foremost twentieth-century American essayists, not 

much research has been done so far on her life and writings) 

she is still too close for any major definitive appraisal 

to be undertaken. Most writings about her ere short and 

cursory. Besides, there is not much autobiographical 
material available. Agnes Repplier was most reserved at 

all times about her personal life. Although she wrote 

throughout the ninety-six years of oer life and produced
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a prolific amount of liter, y works, she never gave the 

thought of writing a full-length autobiography ■ ny serious 

consideration. She felt tnat there was no need for such 

an account. Her excuse was she be lived ’’with books and 

thoughts as well as with men and things,... ’the whole 

world recognise© se in ay books and my boo-.s in

Apart from In pur Convent feya and the short sketch ’’Sight 

Decadw.h’ whico me used as intoductory in her last

book published under toe same title, little is known 

about her early life and background. The above essays 

give scant information about her. George Stewart Stokes, 

her only biograpner, experienced the same difficulties 

when writing about her life, for, as Father Sweeney 

remar'lads

Heticehce about her personal life made the work 
,f George Stewart Stokes, her on_y biographer, 
difficult and inconclusive, and turned her single 
essay in aut biography and the sketches collected 
for In lur Convent geya into charmiBg reminis-

mMMwM. .I.waw IWiLWitl".."»»»'ll- mii I., I I ,ilWii.i>Bji|h -cenaes of her friends.*

The biographical data presented in this chapter and in 

the following ones is of necessity very tentative. In 

fact, the entire thesis is an exploratory study of the 

writing career and critical thought of one of Amerier’s 

famous thinkers and writers,

i» Mary Ellen Chose, «De;.n of American Essayists,” Comcspn- 
weo.l, Voi, 16 (August 16, 133S), p. 3o4,

£. ilf.-oicio Sweeney, 8. J., niiis© Repplier of Philadelphia,” 
Cotoolie oorid, Voi. 17b (April-September IhSl), p, £61*
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Miss Repplier was born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 

on April 1, 1855, the second child of John George and Agnes 

Mathias Repplier, both of whom were Roman Catholics,

Rer father, originally from Reading, Pennsylvania, had 

been living in Philadelphia for some years. Although Miss 

Repplier always considered herself as an American of french 

descent and wished to be kn to as such, she was predomi

nantly of German ancestry:

The Repplier family, though it had originated 
in Strasbourg, w s German in :n ny respects. The 
senior Mr. Repplier had settled in the heart of 
the German section of Pennsylvania, There he h: d 
married a German.!

And, as Agnes Repplier said of her mother’s maiden name:

"Iff. thias - there’s nothing more German than that."*

Her parents were middle class people, and their family 

was "unknown to fame.«S The father managed the retailing 

of coal for a mining concern in which he was, together 

With his three brothers, a artner. As a parent, he did 

not have too gre t an interest in the education of his 

children. He liked to leave them on their own. He left 

their training to the charge of their mother. In return, 

they never constituted any problem to him as his children. 

But he loved them dearly, es ecially his son John. The 

mother also "never became deeply attached to her children.

1, stores, Rep.lier. . 5.
2. Ibid.
a. TET77, p. l.
A . RRi Ca ., p . G.
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She cared for them dutifully but never coddled or pom- 

pered any.

Agnes Mathias had married John George Repplier because

he was a handsome man. Her ideal of a husband was a man who

was uncoaaionly good-losing, -he herself was tall, dark,

and attractive, but not exactly beautiful. Her erect and

dignified carriage as well as ner determined manners

revealed her German ancestry. To compensate for her own

lack of beauty, she .anted a good looking husband. And,

as Agnes Repplier wrote later, her father’s

being twenty years her mother’s senior and a 
widower with two half-grown sons served in the 
beginning at least only to add to his attrac
tiveness.1

While her father was ah intelligent man, he does not 

seem to have been an intellectual of any particular kind*

Her mother, however, was a brilliant woman who had pro

nounced intellectual interests. Besides reading widely, 

she was particularly fond of English poetry. As Stokes wrotej 

"It was a constant source of pride to Agnes Rep lier that 

her mother had been a careful reader,Because her 

children were not as beautiful as her husband and because 
"household cares choked her off,«s Mrs. Repplier, disappointed 

in her marriage, "bad turned to books for relief and escape 
from the trials of married life.»4 Being more indifferent 1 * * 4

1. Stokes, Repoiler. p. 3.
2* j'fi1 J * * P »" W •
3* X o l'd.» p. 2,
4. iBiq.. p. 6.
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to physical appearance, lir. Re plier lost no sleep ov- r 
his wife’s "shattered illusions,”1

Heverthelesa, Agnes Repplier admired her mother and 

considered her a very remarkable person in many ways. She 

thought of her as a woman who was "discriminating, inde

pendent, ambitious, something of a uai tresse fern. ..e, and 
referred to her as ’’the first woman X knew who used her 
own mind,”c

irs, Repplier was the first to realise that her y ung 

daughter had a powerful memory. She did her best to train 

that memory by having Agnes memorize much poetry. As Agnes 

wrote t

Until 1 had mastered print, ay memory was abnor
mally retentive. There was nothing to disturb its 
hold. Ey mother taught me viva voce q quantity of 
English verse, sometimes simple es befitted my 
intelligence, sometimes meaningless, but not the 
less pleasant to the ear.4

Very often Agnes was requested by her mother to entertain 

guests and visitors by recitation of poetry, one poem 

which she was obliged to recite shortly after her tenth 

birthday was "The Guerillas” before its author Severn 

'"cackle Wallis, whoa she describes as "a rebel poet, the 

delight of rebel hearts.As an adult, Agnes pondered on 

that occasion:

1, Stokes, Repplier, p. 8,
• ‘ * * R * ® *. TBTd.

if*
 0$
 #

Ignis Repplier, Eight facades, Essays and Episodes.
Bos ton, Houghton Rifflin,.Riverslde ?ress, il'lV, p, 6,

5♦ Ibid,
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I wonder if ’The Guerillas’ exists anywhere 
today, save in my faithful -,.ei..ry, X wonder 
wh&t Mr. Wallis thought of his lurid lines* 
fulling from my infant lips, I wonder if their 
luriinest- was ever before so apparent to his 
intelligence

Her Bother then attempted to teach her daughter hoi?

to read. However, despite her best pedagogical eilorts, she

was unsuccessful, for Agnes refused to learn to read.

First of all she disliked the texts; besides, she found

no need to study. As her biographer wi'ot;;

Learning to read was entirely unnecessary if 
there w&a always aouaonw around to ;%«<j to her.
She had found that her mother or the nurse,
Abbra* huo bevii tua,, wil-iug, Ahn so she
had preferred to let the annoying business of 
learning drift quite casually* She hud listened 
rather than read.2

When a friend, however, told Mrs, Reppiier that Agnes’s

dullness in reading was due to her being ^plainly defi- 
gcient,” a sudden change occurred in the attitude of Mrs, 

Reoplier, She replied with a gri« determination: «She’ll 
learn or die in the attempt J b”1 2 * 4 Mrs, Repplier was hot going 

to let Providence cheat her daughter of ’’brains” as well 

as of «looxs.« Therefore she stopped reading to .Agnes and 

compelled her to do her own reading, Agnes Repplier had 

access to her mother’s books every tiuej but if she 

wanted to discover their content, she had to do it alone

1, Rspoliar* light Decades, p, 6,
2. £ loxes, Jgejgrerrp;,li.
<5, i o -i d«, p, X&,
4# Ibid.
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to explore them. It took Agnes severe! years and much effort 

to realize the neeo of learning to read* At the age of 

ten, Agnes reflected!

I a® ten years old, and I can read. There does 
not seek to be anything remarkable about this 
circumstance, seeing that most little girls of 
ten have been reading since they were seven; 
but it was not so with . e. Three years of inten
sive teaching have conquered the sluggish mind 
that could not be brought to see any connection 
between the casual and meaningless things called 
letters and all the swe< tness and delight that 
lay between the covers of books,1

But as Stokes concluded, once Minnie*' started to read
by herself, she never stopped reading. As soon as she was

ready, Agnes discovered that a large supply of English
literature awaited her at home, Most of it consisted of

aduxt books provided for her by her mother. She started

with an unusual task for a young girl, a translation of

Goethe’s Faust by Hayward. Already at this time, Agnes

must have known at least a little of German, for she wrote

about her reading Faust:

The most attractive and the most bewildering 
book on my own table was Retzsch’s ’Outlines of 
’’Faust”’, ’Fridolin’, and ’The Song of the 
Bell’, The text was in German.... Hayward’s 
translation stopped short with the first part 
(of Faust, and I was left to reconstruct the 
second, wit, such help as the ’Outlines’ could 
give me - a big job for a child of ten. It 
took me a long time to get it settled, not 1 2

1. Repplier, Eight Decades, p. 3.
2. To avoid being called1 ""’’Old. Agnes” and her young daughter 

’’Young Agnes,” Mrs. Repplier nicknamed her "Minnie.” 
However, Agnes disliked that name and later at school 
insisted upon being known by her Christian name. See 
joos.t, p • 1«5 .
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satisfactorily, but in working order. Twenty 
years later I read Goethe’s version* It seemed 
to me to lack coherence afl<5 continuity, My own 
painstaking interpretation remained firmly 
fixed in my meniory,*

Among other volumes, Agnes found also Bishop Percy’s

ReljA^u^s and a ’’host of poiulax* Romantic poets of the

day"; she also discovered a complete set of Maria Edge-

worth oi which she was very fond and a greet quantity of

pious works about which sne “cared not a whit,«2 other

books which she found were those on her mother’s tablet

In one corner stood & console table, with 
chilly Parian ornaments on top, and under
neath a pile of heavy books, Forcsworth,
Moore, the poems of Frances Sargent Oswood.,,
'The Lady of the Lake,’ and Byron in an 
embossed brown binding,.., i speedily forgot 
everything in the world save only the wan
dering Child©.,, or ’The Corsair,’ or ’Ma
zeppa,’ best loved of that dark group,3

Besides those books there was, as Agnes Repplier said, 
also

a big old-fashioned bookcase cram ed with 
volumes - the best of them having been left 
behind by my half-brothers when they took 
their flight from home,-

The formal education of Agnes Repplier was very 

mi-1 ted, She attended school for only three and a half 

years? two years she spent at Eden Hail, a school conducted 
by the Madames of the Sacred Heart in Philadelphia, and a 

year and a half at a private day school run by Kiss Agnes

1, Repplier, Eight Decades, pp, 4-5,
2, Stokes, Repplier,' p, 18,
3, Agnes Repplier, ’’The Children’s Poet, » Essays in 

Idleness, Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 1893, pp. W-49,
4, Repplier, og. cit.. p. s.
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Irwin in the same city. Both of these schools were Roman 

Catholic institutions. Therefore, whatever formal education 

Agnes received was Catholic,

Although In the beginning Agnes did not see any 

necessity for going to school at all, she did enjoy her 

stay in Eden Hallj

She was to relish her days therej... once she 
had gone, she was to regret the vacations that 
would bring her back to the dullness of what 
just now she as about to quit most casually. 1

She studied after a fashion at Eden Hall, but did not 

make much cultural progress. According to her biographer, 

she "considered learning to siuoke a&ohg her uajor accoia- 
plisbiaents at the convent,”2

Her social progress was more n teworthy at Eden Hall, 

for Agnes there made a very important friendship which 

lasted for the rest of her life. She met Elizabeth Robins, 

an avowed leader at the school and an ideal and perfect 

friend in the eyes of the younger girls. A slow but steady 

growing competition developed between the two friends. 

Through her association with Elizabeth, Agnes gained sta

ture and significance, In time, she herself become a leader 

among the student body. She had a great influence on the 

other girls, as she

now had beco*e a power, a leader herself 
even in competition with Elizabeth, an unde
niable influence on the other children 
around her.6

1. Stokes, Repplier, p. 19.
2*
0. Xbid., p. .50.
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Two traits which characterized her adult life, became

evident during her stay at Eden Hall, namely, her courage

to express her views regardless of c nsequences and an

open intolerance of what appeared to her as stu id-ty of

any kind. She had the stamina to assert such a spirit,
in her eyes, not to have rebelled when one should have was

a form of dishonesty and was against the principles of

her upright nature. She considered stupidity es intolerable

and acted accordingly. But the part of a rebel was a

dangerous one for a girl of fourteen in a nun’s school*

I or « pupil at a convent school of the ’sixties, 
independence was n t a virtue to be encouraged. 
Thirty-five years x&ter Agnes would write with 
nostalgic affection of the ’swe t absurdities’ 
of Eden Hall but to a spirited child of four
teen scenting tyranny in every breeze that blew 
through the cloister, it was intolerable to sub
mit to many useful but unexplained regutati .ns.
Her rebellion was all the more disconcerting 
because of her popularity end force of character.*

Therefore, in July 1869, her mother was informed that Agnes 

was dismissed from Eden Hell ’’for the good of the school as 
well, of course, as of Agnes nerself.”1 2

fn the fall of 1863, Mrs. Repplier took her daughter 

to a day school for girls, eon-ucted by Miss Agnes Irwin, 
who later was to become the first Dean of Radcliffe 

College, Although she was young, Miss Irwin, a friend of the 

Repplier family, was known as a very talented teacher and 

as an excellent disciplinarian. And as Stokes wrote:

1. Sweeney, Catholic World* p. 279.
2. Stokes, Repplier. p. ol.
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Agnes found. her studies under Miss Irwin much 
as they ha-? beer at Eder Fall, safe for e-ne 
all-impjrts 1 difference. At- this new school 
there was not the faintest hint of dillentar- 
tisa., k'iss Irwin was e scholar with a sefaoler*s 
point of view,5-

Zs an educator, Miss Irwin encouraged independence of 

thought and Inculcated a respect for great authority. 

Therefore, she obliged her pupils to go directly to the 

original sources for desired informatics:

Consequently her charges were imbued from the 
start with a deep end sincere respect for proper 
authority, particularly in matters literary.2 

Bespit© her austerity, Miss Irwin had the r spect and

love of her pupils. And «no one of them was to become more 

fond of her then the little girl who so recently had been 
expelled fro... the Convent,wS

At the school of Kiss Irwin, Agnes concentrated on 

subjects as French, which she knew rather fluently but 

which she did n t relishj it was ’’unloved, but inescapable 

because universal pressure tore down ell resistance,”4 she 

also studied history •without continuity or the grace of 

understanding,as well as arithmetic which she regarded 

as hopeless, not that she was "stupid, but plainly 
impervious to mathematics,”6 Latin was added to her program 

later. But her method of studying it was most untradi

tional, She wrote:

1. Stores, he.-jp.lier, p. U4. 
fc. I bio.
s, TOcL
4. Supplier, light Decades, p,
5. Ibid.
6. T5Tu.
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I never saw a Latin grammar, tfeet sure and stro ig 
f oundat;on, I never read Caesar’s *C’ wt.-r 8 3, ' 
about which I had a good eal of curiosity. In 
tueir place I was sent frisking along with ivid’s 
’^.etainorphcses ’... a dictionary, and a teacher 
whose pleasure in that he taught far exceed . 
his interest in the schoolgirl he was teaching.

The most beloved classic of her juvenile reading was Horace, 

an author who® she loved all her life. When introduced 
to hi®, she was toll by hex educator, the book nwes to be 

looked at this year, read next year, and loved al.~ uy life.w- 

She took bi® so to heart that she wrote an essay on hi® 

which she included in her Eight Pecadrs,
lor a year and a half, Agnes remained in Kiss Irwin’s

school. However, by her forward conduct, she soon exhausted

the patience of even the stalwart Miss Irwin, stokes,

recording the incident in his biogra by, wrote;
One day in class kiss Irwin gave Agues e certain 
book to study. And quite suddenly Agnes decided 
that sue was not interested in studying that 
particular book.... With characteristic inde
pendence she tossed it on the floor, She would 
not read... and that was that.1 2 * 4'

Therefore, after only three ter s at Kiss Irwin*s 

school, Agnes was dismissed again; her formal education 
ended and ..goes ’’was through with school forever,«< She 

appeared neither shocked nor troubed. by this incident, 

for she did not fully realize what this dismissal aeant to her.

1. Hep,lier, Eight Decades, p. 8.
2, Ibid., p. 9,
i. Tt-tea, Repplier, p. 41.
4. Sweeney, Catholic World, p, 279*



Her reaction was rather cairn. She reflected: ’’After all, 

there was something in that.,, something quite satis

factory

Nevertheless, during her scho 1 years, her character 

developed rapidly. She became more intellectual and more 

dignified. Besides, she ceased to be a non-entity. Her 

life at ha e had been rather a solitary affair, She only 

had been "Minnie,” and was never the equal of her sister, 

Now, at Eden Hall and later at Miss Irwin’s institution, 
she beca. e ’’Agnes,”

Minnie was determined from the start that... 
she would cast off the distinctly hateful 
nickname with which her mother had blessed her 
and take once and for all her true, Christian 
na»..e, ’Minnie’ she now had been for more 
years than she could remember. ’Agnes’ she 
would become

In school, Agnea became a distinct personality; she was 

no longer a lesser, comparative apology.

Agnes Repplier, ”a strong-minded little girl in 

pantalettes and pinaforte,had sho n already in her 

early youth strong characteristics of independence of 

mind and qualities of leadership which she displayed 

in both schools and which enabled her to take such an 

influential position among her classmates, she shewed 

uncommon courage by ex ressing her convictions and 

opinions without any regard of consequences,

1. Stokes, Repplier, p. 41.
2 « * f P ♦ ' 24 a3, "Charles A. Brady, ”Agnes Repplier; tea-table autocrat,” 

America, Vol. 84 (February 3, 1951), p. 524,

CARROLL COLLEQE LIBRARY
HELENA, MONTANA
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CHAPTER II

the literary career

A profound and lasting influence on the life and

writing career of Agnes Repplier was her Bother who

cherished many dreams about the future of her rebel

daughter. One of them had been a rather lofty one:

There had been a day when Mrs. Repplier liked 
to suggest that her younger daughter take the 
veil* One consecrated to tne church in the 
immediate family would be a mark of distinc
tion. But Agnes Repplier knew she could not 
become a nun merely because her asother wanted 
her to be one.1

Since Agnes was not attracted to the religious life, her 

mother proposed an alternative course, a writing career. 

When a financial crisis occurred in the family and each

ember had to contribute to the fatally support, Vrs. 

Repplier faced Agnes and unhesitatingly informed her*

"As for you, Agnes, you, of course, can write.”2 That 

mo.ent marked the actual birth of the literary career of 

Agnes Repplier, for once she began writing, she continued 

to do so for the rest of her life.

From the first, Agnes had little doubt that she 

could succeed as an author. She had made earlier attempts 

at creative writing in school, particularly in Miss 

Irwin’s establishment. There she had access to a wide 1 2

1. Stokes, Repplier, po, 46-47.
2. Ibid., p. 27.
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variety of books* As she stated: ’’Here there were books

aplenty, books to be rear and reread. She enjoyed

unem to the hilt. Miss Irwin recognized that Agnes’s

interett ixi books eno her avid reeding of them night be

a possible indication of a corresponding ability in

writing. Although ,<-,gnez had alrea-y written s-nue verse,

stories, and even juvenile plays during her stay ,-.t the

convent school, it was at Kiss Irwin’s school that she

actually a&de her earliest efforts at creative writing,

Miss Irwin ’provided the girl with every opportunity to

exercise her youthful talent.In fact, her tutor was

determined that writing will be her charge’s vocations

if writing was to be Agnes's career, then ’there 
was only one road to success and that lay clearly 
marked. This road and hone other would Kiss 
Irwin allow her charge to follow, .nd she sought 
with every power at her edaa&nd to block any 
alluring bypatns. It was In the field of writing 
she was most determined that Agnes should not 
go astray.w

This encouragement and literary experience were, without 

doubt, some of the genuine benefits Agnes derived from 

her attendance at the Irwin school.

After her dismissal from the Irwin institution, Agnes 

retained at home, for her mother did »< t intend to 

enroll her at a third school. At home, she continued to 
write; she "did all her work quite by herself,”4 She was

1, 'raxes, Hepp - P» 2»S. 
k . ■. c d •
... TFTc,
4. IbTJ.. p. 4b.
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timid , bout revealing her efforts to others. Put she 

could not conceal them fro/ her nether who «now and again*., 

would insist upon being shown what she was doing,”1

Sudden and unexpected financial reverses determined 
the future career of Agnes. Through unfortunate specu

lations of Mr. Repplier in unsound investments, the 

faicixy savings were wiped out, however, Mrs. Repplier 

was a resourceful wo.anj she took full charge of the 

situation. Each member was assigned a task. As it h s been 

already stated, Agnes was enjoined to write and to try to 

publish her writings in order to help the family. To the 

confidence of Mrs. Repplier in the writing ability of her 

daughter, the world of letters owes the famous American 

essayist Agnes Repplier. Agnes did not disappoint the 

expectations of her mother. She was sure that she could 

help, for she was certain of her creative abi lity. She 
knew that "she had books and ambition,’^ Besides, she 

was confident ’’that somehow, somewhere inside her there 

was something.She may have been

very young nd overconfident in the beginning, 
but she was as certain then that she could 
write as she was after she had won her place.

Fired with this confidence and pressed by necessity,

she experimented in various types of writings. From her

1. Stokes,
£. Ibid., p' 
3, ibid.
4 . TbTo . . d

Repplier,X p. 45.

49
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reading, she had acquired high ideals of literature and

of style. Therefore, she ’’experimented carefully in her

early writing, following no model, feeling her way

cautiously. And in it ail, she tried to do her beat."l

In the morning she wrote and rested in the afternoon and

evening. She plodded aiong steadily, working energetically,

for full well,did she know that the world was impressed

only by achievement, not by effort*

She was slow... composing the first rough draft 
straight through, »w rki/.g like iad,» for a 
few days while her idea was still fresh in 
mind. Then she would go back for revisions, a 
system that stayed with her throughout her 
entire career.2

It was only when she began to write that Agnes fully 

realized the seriousness of the consequences of her 

dismissal from Mss Irwin*s school* As an aspiring writer, 

she ws handicapped by her lack of formal education 

which she could no longer obtain. However, she did not 

despairj she was resourceful. Since she could not be a 

scholar, she would become a well-read lady. There was no 

alternative. Although she fully understood that it was 

not an easy task to educate herself, she did her best to 

do soj "She kept bravely going, reading the more, the 
more alone she felt herself to be,”* 5

English literature remained then and always after her

1. Stokes,
2. Ibid..
S.

p. 47. 
p • 43 .

Repplier »
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main reading and inspiration, for she had "an unbounded 
admiration"1 for it. She re. d the Engiisn writers unceasingly

and possessed »a» amusing ability to find tse distinctly 

uncommonple.ee.B*" While her literary interests were broad, 

she was attracted by seme woriss wore than others* "kemoirs 

eittd biographies gave her more pleasure than fiction, and 
poetry offer d her its wealth of beautiful exactness,^

Froih the start, Agnes reed with care an- profit. She 

had a method and a purposes

Although she o&d not then begun to kee the 
notebooks she found so valuable in after years, 
het memory was strong eno fresh, and s:e filled 
it with her random, useful ileenings,*

From whatever she reed, even in those early days, she 

extracted whet "she felt to be the best, storing up ideas, 

phrases, whole sentences that were to feed her mind and 

pen throughout ner entire creer,**

She studied style and words passionately. As Stokes 

observed!

fhe endeavored with all the artistry at her 
cowend to develop what fro® her extensive 
and well-chose® reading she had esse tc con
sider to be a good style.

To her, every sentence was "c matter of supre.e iupor- 
9

tance." Language was no less important to her. Actually, 

words were an obsession with her. Stokes wrotej

x. Stoxes, He piier, u. 4»
1. Ibid,, p.tWd,, p.
4, T6T3.
b. luid.
6. lVi<!., P.7, Eeppxier,

4h
44.

49.
Eight Decades,
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she experienced the keenest pleasure of all 
when she was putting them down on paper, one 
after another, in orderly, precise fashion.*

So great was her interest in words that she actually had 

a "passionfor them. She believed in ’’the eat juste, 

and with solitary diligence she would search for it, 

depending on nothing but her books and her inner sense of 
rightness.hS Her theory was that words were *li>;e jewels, 

and she handled them as carefully as a jeweler his pre

cious stonesAs a result of her intense study of 

diction, she ’’always had plenty of words.However, 

mastering the English language was no easy matter even 

to the best of minds. As Stokes con anted;

although she thought then and ever that
English is the best of all known languages* 
she declared it *a hell of a nuisance to get 
it right.»b

Having acquired from her reading the necessary foun
dation for writing, she began to write ’’little sketches, 
stories, and poems,n? which were published in Phila

delphia papers, especially in the Sunday Ti.es which was 

the most receptive to her early literary efforts.

Nevertheless, Agnes made little of her sucess. When 

she reached her twentieth birthday, she wrote of herself 

as a writerj

1. Stokes
Ibid.
TBTcT.

4. TETe.
5. Vi, V"'1 V 1 ..a « ,
6. TETT.
7. fb’io,.

p. 47. 

p. 48.
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Naturally X have nothing to say, but I have 
spent ten years in learning to say that 
nothing tolerably well.... I am writing 
stories - storxes for children, stories 
for adults. They get themselves published 
somewhere, somehow, and bring in a little 
money. Otherwise they would have no excuse 
for being; a depressing circumstance of which 
I am well aware A
After ten years of literary experimenting, she reached

tne first important milestone in her writing career. In

lfcbl, a short story was accepted for publication in the

Catholic World. The story, entitled »In Arcady,” was

romantic fiction with an unhappy ending. Reciting was the

day when the check arrived I

January 1&81 - a date to rememberJ And the 
amount received, fifty dollars, wts perhaps 
the most grateful reward Agnes Repplier was 
ever to earn.*'

It was to her mother that Ague proudly reported 

the acceptance of her story by the Catholic World. Put, 

as Stokes remarked,

Mrs. Repplier’s single comment in the face of 
such success was a somewhat resentful ’You 
never showed that to me* to which her daughter 
made no reply. A smile of mingled pride and 
superiority seemed best at the time*"

However, the mother never lived to see the full
flowering of her daughter’s literary career. She died 

in August 1882 at the age of only fifty. The early death

1.
*M r

e

Rep,lier, light Decades, p. 
Stoles. Repolier, o.' o4. 
Ibid.

9.
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of her mother w, s a hard blow to Agnes* Although the whole 

family grieved over her premature death, «it was her 

daughter Agues who missed her more than any*”1 The loss 

of her mother affected Agnes deeply* As she confided to 

one of her friends:

My mother, who pushed me steadily on, died 
before anything was gained; and nothing has 
been the same to me since, because no one 
cared as she cared

By the death of her mother, a still greater finan
cial responsibility w&s laid upon Agnes. Now she had 

to take care also of her brother, her father, and even 

her sister. For Agnes there was now

the ever-present pressure to earn money, though 
in this regard she was always careful not to 
write down merely for the sake of income. Money 
was a real need, but she knew from the start 
that reputation was even dearer.8

She was determined never to be a purely commercial

writer.

After Miss Irwin and Mrs. Repplier, the most impor

tant influence on her e riy writing was Father Isaac 

Hecker, the noted founder of the Paulist Fathers and 

editor of the Catholic V/orId. It was he who helped her 

to find her true literary ability. Speaking of the develop

ment of Miss Repplier»s writing career, Stokes well 
observed: * 2

1. Ptoses, Repplier, p.
2 • li’Xd •
3* «> p. 48.

55



»;tss Irwin way occupy the initial place and
Mrs, Repplier & seat in the judges’ stand, 
but Father Hecker holds rank as the first 
professional critic to concern himself with 
‘gues Repplier, essayist,1'

Being an experienced editor, Father Uee. er saw that t-e 

young writer, oho nod already contributed several stories 

to the Co.thox.ic ' for Id,, had a talent which was being 

waste-- because it was largely itisdirectcd^ It was he who 

was to give "her writing the direction It was to take for 
sixty ye .rs„”1 2 3 4 When at the «..ge of twenty she ^et the 

Baalist editor, his criticise of her stories was that they 

were "mechanical and gave no indication of being tran- 
cripts fr & life": that she knew "mare about books then

it life”} o toot she was ”aor© a reader then an obser

ver.'”7 His advice was that she should write an essay on 

Ruskin, hex’ favorite author, The essay, entitled "Ruskin 

as a Teacher,” was shortly published. It was an Important 

achievement, for it marked the turning point in her career. 

As Agnes declared: "That essay turned my feet into the 

path which I nave trodden laboriously ever since,”4 

Thus began the career of Agnes Repplier as en essayist, 

and, as one critic concluded: "so ended the spate of 

Graustarki&n stories and mild verses which she had been 
publishing.”5

1. Stokes, Pepplier. p. bti,
h. g ■»eeney."‘fc'S^EoiTc World t p. 279.
3. ..net RepV/Tio’r," ""Ca^Ebl'xcisra and Authorship," Catholic 

k n Vol. 90 (November 1909), p, 173,
4. Ibid.
5. Sweeney, op. cit.
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Since Stakes is a pioneer critic of Agnes Repplier

as an essayist* his evaluation of her first ajor essay
is valuable. Speaking of it, he wrotet

It reveaxs in its forx, if not a mature artist, 
at least one who is entirely aware of the 
possibilities of her chosen type.... There 
is not a gre t deal in it that is particularly 
arresting. But the essay is keen in its way, 
succinct in,its expression, and original in 
its appeal.x

And as he continued?

This paper on Ruskin is, obviously, of books 
rather than of life.... »Ruskin as a Teacher* 
made fulfillment of the earlier promise 
almost if not quite a reality.

In the final analysis, however, Agnes Repplier»s

early success as an essayist can be attributed to her

faith, Her biogr pher wrote:

In each effort the author was winning her way, 
so to speak, by means of her church. Although 
her subjects were neither doctrinal cor contro
versial, it is not unfair to assert that she 
began her peal career with and by the aid of 
her faith.v

Besides, her youthful publications - whether they were

stories, poems, or essays - were intended for a limited

audience. As Stokes noted:

One aspect of all these early writings... 
that even the most casual reader of them 
could not fail to notice is that they are 
directed toward a Roman Catholic audience.4

1. Stokes, Repplier. p. 60.
» Id ; , pp ♦ *

?. ItTd., p. 84.
4. ILtil’, P*
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Despite her initial success as an essayist, Agnes 

did nt long remain satisfied with her achieve ent. 

Although the stimulating font of her inspiration has been 

her faith, her field had re-ualned narrow and her appeal 

limited, 3ut sue could not he confined within any narrow 

limits: "Hers was a more inclusive talent. She needed a 

greater outlet. Sow another world... lay waiting for her,”l 
namely, the more influential secular journals of her ti e. 

The desire to gain an entrance to them was further stimu

lated by the success cf her friend Elisabeth Robins,

"Lizzie of Eden hall days whose essays had apieared some 

months before in the Atlantic monthly. Her friend’s good 

fortune spurred on her own ambition. She set herself a 

goal and pursued it relentlessly:

The Atlantic Monthlyt That was the greatest, 
the most inspiring end of all|... Agnes Re plier 
confessed to having thought she would die If not 
get in also.®

To her, as to most distinguished writers if that day, 

tne Atiantic monthly was the "real magazine." Its 

authors were outstanding thinners and Its editors had 

been "brilliant Besides, «if Mss Irwin held the

Atl_sntic in tne highest esteem, there must be good reason 
indeed."1 2 * 4 The Atlantic Monthly was "kind to new writers.

1. Stokes, Repplier, d. 64.2. Ibid., pTdtH
s. p< ‘7-
4. TBid.. p. 78,



It wes on the c -nst nt outlook for fresh talent. And Agnes 

Repplier herself had long since set' her cap for the prize. 

fhe was to be no mediocre writer. Her aim was high: the 

best possible ?f essayists.

time, he id a r : ■ j m r i 1887,

the Atlantic 7.///LZ accepted and printed her essay 

"’Cbii-’ren, pest and ^resent." jo© young author was pleased 

and gratified wit:. her success, far she had reached another 

important stage in the doveiocment of her career as an 

essayist. With the publication of this essay she "considered 

her future to be firsly set.”*-'- As a regular contributor 

to the Atlantic she had become a part of the intellectual

fe of America, especially of ijew England»

F■'T oliaost a generation, the .^tiantic Monthly 
had been the gospel of Bottom ana, aud'^gneV 
Repplier felt it quite good and wise of the 
city to hold on to it 30 securely. Boston, 
she was certain, would stay by Inc ti- nt ic 
so long as there was an Atlantic/'

Tbo first essay Agnes published was to be & model 

for succeeding ones. It displayed a method of writing 

• hich she was to use consistently ever after:

Her first ^t/.ntic essay,. ’Children, past and
Present,’ »•;& o/Tne pattern that feeeaae the 
familiar u-trix of her work, A proposition of 
theme is announced, and then illustrated or 
confirmed fey e. cloud of historical witnesses 
summoned from a vast reading experience/*

1. rt' :'os, Repplier, p. 78. 
t, //-, p/n,
F. PP* 77-78.
4. T'./oey, Cfctbolic Forid, p. 280.
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Having established a reputation as a professional 

essayist, her essays were soon accepted by the leading 

periodicals of the nation. Many of her essays appeared 

i-n ^ife, a magazine to which she contributed weekly 

essays for thirty years.

Confident of her ability as well as of the abi ing 

interest of her readers, Agnes Repplier decided to publish 

a collection of her essays. It was her conviction ’’that 

a book is a necessary form of advertise ent for a perio

dical writer.For that purpose she chose her first 

seven Atlantic papers. She offered them at the advice 

of her friend Harrison Morris, an experienced publisher, 

to Houghton Mifflin and Company, a well-established 

publishing house in Boston. The publishers accepted the 

essays hesitantly and with reservations

Although the Boston firm of her choice agreed 
to publish a slim volume, they made it pain
fully clear that she was very probably throw
ing her money away. There was no market for 
essays, they informed her, 2

In order to safeguard her against a large financial loss, 

the edition was reduced from a thousand to eight hundred 

copies. The first volume entitled Books and Men, appeared 

and soon went through ’’several printings.”’' Her first book 

w&s a remarkable success. The critics receive' it well,

1. Chokes, Repplier, p. SJB.
O * -I *■* ’ • > p . O ,

4—X» fact, it went through "twenty editions.”
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for the notices and reviews of it were, for the most part,

favorable.

With the appearance of Books ana txn, Agnes Repplier

felt that sne had beco. e *an author in very deed,"" .he

had reached her final goal. The book marked

the coming of age of a writer. Perhaps not all 
was soft words and. pretty compliments; perhaps 
not all was ease and sure success. But there 
was satisfaction in the business even along 
with the carping of a few voices, end the 
doubts involved, And there was the keen sense 
that a reputation was being forged in lasting 
fashion.*2

Agnes succeeded as & writer, partly because ah©

appeered on the literary scene at an opportune moment:
Her great good fortune, she felt, was that she 
had come at a time when Sew England, had plenty 
to offer and when yet there was still roc® 
seme where.55

Then, her own disciplined wind and rugged character 

played an equally important part in her achieve, .erst.

She always worked hard and with a depth of sincerity.

Her success was partly due to her determination to reach 

her goal, to necessity, and to her unswerving perseverance. 

Besides, her high ideals contributed much to her achieve

ment. As an essayist, she aimed for mastery of language 

and form. Her theory was that, if ’’form was to count 
more than content, the form at least would be excellent.”4

1, -tnKes, Rer/uicr, p. 94.
s. j2±1« ~ ’
3. , p. 6a.
4. TcTc., p. 50.
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And she achieved both; in her writing there is ”a pre

cision, a nicety, e clearness of expression that is 

effectively literary as well as pleasingly entertaining.

But, in the end, her faith played the most decisive 
role. is she admitted proudly, faith was "the most 

vital thing in life.” It was as such ’’the source of 

our ardest sympathies and of our deepest feelings.« To 

it she owed "whatever distinction of mind end harmony of 

soul” she possessed. Knowing all that, she never ignored 

nor concealed it, for she "could not even if she would,”2 

It was the most important influence in her life as veil 

as in her writing career, her Catholicism informed every

thing .he wrote, but she never appealed to it for authori

tative or dramatic support.

1. Stokes, Reppli er, p. 50,
H. RepplierCatholic ‘world, p. 175.
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CHAPTER III

V-TDEKIKG INTELLECTUAL HORIZONS

Having facqu.red a definite reputation in the field of 
letters as an essayist through her essays and books. Agnes 

Repplier redoubled her efforts to preserve her renown and 

to maintain her eminent literary position by constantly 

improving the quality and value of her writings. To give 

them those characteristics, she tried to broaden her intel

lectual and cultural background, she did so by intensifying 

her reading, by lecturing widely, by travelling, and by 

widening her circle of intellectual friends and acquaint

ances.

Even by the most cursory study of tne essays of Kiss 

Re plier, a reader can easily see that the writer n- d a. 

passion for books that w<- s similar to her passion for words, 

Many critics have noted that outstanding trait in her 

writings. As one com. entator remarked about Miss Repplier:

Whether she writes on ’French Love Songs,’ on
Lord Byron’s Daughter, on ’Three Famous old
Maids’... there is always evident a passion 
for reading, but for reading mellowed and com
pleted by thought.1

Agnes Repplier read widely, for she wished to be widely 

informed. Most critics are impressed by the breadth of her 

reading. One observed parenthetically when speaking of her

1, Chase, Commonweal, pp. 584~©E»*
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re ding: ’’Has anything in print escaped the eyes of this 
astonishing woman?”! Another one declared:

no one else can compare books for we as Piss
Repplier can, for no one else reads so many.
Mo one else, more particularly, can induct ae 
into the strange and forgotten corners of lit
erature, for no one else knows anything about 
tne.j.fc

Agnes Repplier well understood how much the continued 

success of her literary career depended upon her wide 

reading principally. Her conviction was* «lt is the hour 

of rapturous reading and the ower of secret thinking 
which make for personal distinction.^

Therefore, any consideration of bias Repplier as an 

essayist must include a study of her mature reading, for 

as most critics observed, «Ber major ins irationswere 
books, not men.”1 2 3 4 Her essays reveal her reading and that, 

in turn, reveals her mind. To understand the latter, it 

is necessary to know the former. Only then will her essays 

be meaningful and rewarding.

It is only through a study of Miss Repplier»s criticism 

of books and book-reading that some idea can be gotten of 

what she read. Her autobiographical essays do not give any 

adequate indication of her later reading. The few references 

to authors given there must be supplemented by her essays 

on those topics. As an essayist she had written several

1. Reilly, Catholic W-rid. p. 161.
2, Mary Kolars, ’’Agnes Repplier, Essayist,” Cowonweal,

Vol. 3 (December 9, 1.;.5), p. ISO. '
3, Chase, Commonweal, p, 3S4.
4. Charles A. Brady, ’’Agnes Repplier: tea-t ble autocrat,” 

America, Vol. 84 (February 3, 1.-51), p. 525.
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essays on the subject of books end bock-reading. In fact, 

one of the recurring topics in her writings is books, In 

those essays she expressed definite theories about the subject*

A brief study of those theories will be enlightening and 

gratifying.

As a lover of books, Miss Repplier was carefree inner 

selection of books; she read what she pleased and whom 

she pleased, not what others recou.. ended or suggested for 

specific purposes. The adult reader, like the student at 

kiss Irwin’s school, insisted on the “intellectual freedom” 

to read books of her own choice. Her argument w< s that 

the choice of books depended upon personal inclination, for 

books were to be read for pleasure rather than for any 

practical or ulterior active* Like the great lovers of lit

erature, she believ d books were to be read ’’not content!ously, 

nor austerely, but simply” as friends. She re e-tedly 

emphasized the idea that bc.ks were not to be “mentors,’’ 

or “disciplinarians," or even “guides to a feigner and sadder 

life,” but that they should remain only one’s “friends,

She urged her readers to

withstand the pressure which friends, . enters 
and critics bring to bear upon us, and which 
effectually crushes anything lipe the weak in
dulgence of our own tastes**-

Such recommendations, she said, were “generally in the nature

1. Agnes Repplier, “Our Friends, the Books,” Essays in 
miniature, Boston, Houghton Mifflin, Ibjb, p. io.

2. p. la.
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of a corrective,She resisted such meddling ;'U3d attacked 

“kind-hearted critics* who warned ’’against the books we love,” 

and who prescribed ”f r us the Books we ought to re<e,” her 

typical nt-itude was that books were for pleasure, not for 

medicine, fine added:

If tnere be peoplp who can take their ... ..e usurer.
». ecUcmally, let then read by proscription and 
grow fati hut let w.e rather keep fo*’ my friends 
those dear and familiar volumes which have given 
we .. arge .. re f llfe»s. happiness**’'

She was Irritated by those who did such r&~..ndi;.g ’’of our

obligations,” She further contended:

reading was not a duty, and had therefore no 
business to fee made disagreeables and that no 
nan was under any obligation to read what 
another csan wrote.

Hut sue was quick to acult her attitude toward reading 

W.-.3 hot a lar one, for . sd: ”lhis is an old-fashieaed

point of view, which uas lost favor of late years, but 
which Is not witnoht compensations of its own,”4 She disliked 

and opposed tne ’’modern spirit which seems to persuade the 
multitude to read Shekespe&re and yiiton,”*3 and for fcnat 

matter’even Burk*-.:, for she re<..sonedj «lt is n,.t the privilege 

of every one to love so great a prose writer &s Burke, 
so great a poet as Mitten.”ti Reading of such greet geniuses 

would be “dutiful” reading, not pleasurable, lost people 

were inclined to s«ea less exalted companionship. They were

Hepollex, 
Xbid-., p, 
ibid,, p. 
Zoic., p.
w/ P. 
laid.. p.

Essays In Miniature,
lb, ‘Oil »
27.
24,
Id .



content to associate with writers who were ”in less august 

circles,” or with ni41<ier lights *»• o shine with a ste . y 
radiance,«x

Theref-re, to get the c-ost of -.ne’a rclrg, So; advised 

iter readers to ignore Mthe restrictions imposed upon us," 

and t cultivate &s far as possible ”& sincere and plea

surable intercourse with our friends, the books,” because, 

she added, «it is precisely because of the independence

■-'.ur- L by b»jiy, that we have neea c,..s o-emu y«s

indep adence in return* She urged each reader to choose 

his own books, for ”> hook has a separate message for ev ry 

reader, and tells him, of good or evel, that which he is 
able able to bear,»^

Agues Repplier also believed that the power of the

printed word was to.- exaggerated. She thought it was a

«folly to exaggerate their controlling influence in our 
z

lives,” Their influence, she believed, had been over

estimated . She denied that they were ”as their writers and

tneir critics fearfully assert, the arbiters of our ues- 
b

tiniea,* or tut :,tne usefulness of our eartluy careers 

and the salvat .on of our imiortai soils depended upon the 
fiction that we read.”^ The conviction of their powerful

and perilous authority stilt lingers in t e teacher<s
7heart,” she wryly added*

1. Repplier, Essays 
g, IbV., p, 85.
Z* IVM*> r. <4.
4. '•ones Re plier, 

Boston, Houghton
5.
6.

Ibid,
Ibid,,

in armature, p» B6.

”0ur Belief in Books, 
iiffiin, 1904, p. 77
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According to her, criticism and condeanatloc of books 

had adverse affects; they tended tc- arouse interest and to 

gain wider publicity than they would normally receive. They 

should be allowed to ie a "natural oath” by passing 
unnoticed.1 She belittled the influence of books by her 

conviction that

there is a natural and healthy sentiment of 
revolt when views we do not share ere set forth 
with unbroken continuity and insistence#*-

Like Emerson, Agnes Repplier never wearied of writing that 

people "should read what they liked"; but she, like he, 

"plain expected them to like only what was good."' With

Carlyle she was firmly convinced "that authorship carried
4with it. responsibility too serious for trifling,"

The personal conviction of Miss Repplier was that

"companionship and propinquity" were greater forces to be

reckoned with in character formation. She asserted:

I believe that a foolish girl is more influenced 
by another foolish girl, to say nothing of a 
foolish boy. than by all the novels on the libra
ry shelves,0

She continued:

Mind touches mind like an electrie current. The 
contagion of folly is spread, like other forms 
of contagion, by personal contact,6

She did not share the view of contemporary psychologists

X •
2.
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that books help to ©old character* If any one were asked 

whether books have helped him In that respect and, if so, 

to name the books wnich had rendered such help, she com

mented, "we shall not find the list an imposing one. There 

will be little or nothing to tell a listening world,” 

lost would be inclined, she felt, to profess "o; en scepticism," 

even as Agnes Repplier had done. In an essay, entitled 
"Books that Have Rinoered e,w she was able to mention only 

two categories of books from whose reading she did not 

benefit, or books which affected her adversely, namely, 

juvenile texts with such ridiculous titles as Reading 

Witnout Tears and pietistic works such as Sandford and 

ertori. One made per grow cynical toward its content and 
the other bad an equally bad effects

lay soul revolted from the pretentious virtues 
of honest povery. It is to the malign influence 
of that tale tnat I owe my sneaking preference 
for the drones and butterflies of earth,*

Resides, many readers suffered from a "self-deception,"

Many believed that they wer<. well-read and had a good

knowledge of books. Actually their acquaintance with them

was very superficial. As she explained:

A life-long acquaintance with their titles, a 
partial acquaintance with modern criticism, a 
lively reconection of many familiar quotations,
— these things co e in ti e to be mistaken for 
a knowledge of books themselves.^

1, ..gnes Bepplier, "Books that Have Hindered Me,* Points
View, Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 1692, p. 62.------

2, Repplier, Compromises, p. 84,
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moreover, worthwile books were seldom read in their entirety, 
for most of then were very long and could not "without 

aortal hurt, be shortened." Therefore, the possibility of 

any ep influence on the character of a reader was slight, 
because of the cursory way they are generally rend.

She found it hard to understand why so many professed
to Ike books and how few actually read then voluntarily.

fcost needed to be prodded to reed. Those who were book

readers did not always show their appreciation in the right

way. In her opinion, simply to praise a book is not the

genuine way to express one*s recognition of its worth. She

described the true manner of doing so*

To turn to books,... when we are weary ali e of 
solitude and companionship, to value the, ... 
because they nel us to forget »the crossness 
of men and things,* is to pay © s Beers, but 
not an ardent, tribute to their worth.1

Beside affording pleasure to the render, the main purpose 
lor reading books, hiss Repplier clai, od. »r.s "to soothe 

his unquiet soul."*-

It is very evident from Miss Repplier*s theory of 
choice of books and purpose for reeding that she preferred 

light reading to serious and ponderous works, pacifying 

rather than exciting or provoking ones.

r.
? 

h • Repplier, Com rowisea. q.
t } . 4 . ........... . .......................... .—9 *♦ xviUt
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That such was her taste in reading can be seen from 

another essay on books which she her written, namely,

!,In the Dozy Hours. ” 3h« was aver tiinoful of the fact, 

and frequently reminded her readers of it, that there was 

such a thing as the "influence of tie and place,«i or the 

proper psychological art of the day to devote to rending. 

One such appreciate tine was before fall .ng asleep. Certain 
books were to be read at that time in prefer .nee to others, 

.inch books she called her "bedside coior&des,* books that 

con-.d be read and forgotten. According to her, if there was 

an advantage in remembering what we road, there was an 

equal “delight of forgetting, and of returning to some 

well-loved volumes with recollections softened into an 
agreeable hate."2 -Many books read in youth should be 

forgotten and read anew in later life. But the effects of 

the reading on the mature reader, she explained, would not 
be tne setae s

The thrill of anticipation, the joyous pursuit, 
the sustained interest, the final satisfaction,
— all tne.se sensations of delight belong to our 
earliest acquaintance with literature. They are 
part of the sunshine which gilds the nalcyon days -f youth/

There were bo-ucs better suited for aging years, books 

“whose tranquil! mission is to soothe our grave years,"



books who w$re the more genuine bedside friends in the

”doay hours,” books In hose ’’generous cor p&nicnsfeip”

respite "from the fretful ceres f day’’ could be found.1

00 her si. elf of such literature, she wuld fine room for

poets, end novelists, end letter-writers; rocs 
for those ’large still books* so dear to Tenny
son’s soul, and for essays and gossipy memoirs, 
and gentle, old-tine Manuals of devotion, and 
ghost lore, untnined by modern research, and for 
tne ’lying, readable histories,’ which grow 
every year rarer and more beloved,-

However, she continued;

There is no room for self-conscious realise 
picking its little steps along; nor for socia
listic dramas, hot with sin; nor ethical problems, 
disguised as stories; nor ’heroes of complex, 
/psychological interest’ whatever they may heanj 
nor inarticulate verse; nor angry, anarchical 
reformers; net dismal records of vice and 
disease parading in the covers of a novel,

She did not condemn such books; she claimed that they were 

HadtXreble in their way” but simply did not belong in the 

company of bedside friends, fhe had no desire for books 

which breathed "ped; gogic pride” or the ’’spirit- of carping 

criticism”; she recommended books written with calm and 

peace, particularly fiction where the ’’more wonderful the 

tale, the more serene the composure” with which it was 
narrated,4

Among the specific authors which she mentioned as best

1, ha :• lier, In the rosy Hours, p.
2. Ibid,, p, 4.

101 a,
4. Itj.ll, 0, 7,



suited ’’for our dozy hours,” were hontaigne and Howell,
whose letters contained "pleasing information”!; letter

writers such as Charles Lamb and k&dame de Sdvign^,

particularly the letters of Lamb, not the earlier ones

which were "too painful,” nor the Inter ones which were

’’too sad,” but those written ”in the meridian of his life,”

when he was at ms ’’happiest,” because they ’’are sure to

put us into a good and amiable fraue of mind fit for fair

slumber and the ivory gates.She concluded?

unless we go cheerfully to bed, the portals of 
horn open for us with sullen murmur, and fret
ful dreams, more disquieting than even the 
troubled thoughts of day, flit batlike round 
melancholy illows,^

Of course, "Miss Austen is likewise the best of midnight 

friends, for upon her novels ’’the god Hermes smiles” 

kindly; George Borrow and Peacock both can be ’’read with 
half-open ©yes,” and ’’easily forgotten. «-Re * * 4 pp And finally 

Samuel Pepys’ Diary, the ’’very prince of bedside books” 

who owes his fitness for that post "to the ease with which 

it can be forgotten,” Compared to him, Montaigne was 

’’dry,” and Boswell, "too full of matter," whereas Pepys 

was, as one English an voted, ’’perpetually the most amusing 

of gossips, and, of ali who have gossiped about themselves, 

the only one who tells the truth,

1.
?*
s,
4.
5.

Repplier, In the Dozy Hours, p. 7.
Ibid., . c.

p. 9.
p, 11.
pp. 12-13,
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Among the doay poets, Miss Repplier wouj-d not include 

Mr* Browning; he did not baling to the’’Kindly group*" She 

claimed that she would rather "lief read Mr. George Merdith»s 

prose as Mr. Browning’s verse in that hour of effortless 

enjoyment,She would, however, admit Wordsworth who held 

"some placid moments in his keeping," but she would take 

"good care never to listen to philosophy," but only look 

at all he showed us, "until our hearts are surfeited with 

pleasure, and the golden daffodils dance drowsily before 

our closing eyes’’j Seats also belonged "to dreamier moods," 

for "the music of his words, the ke< n creative magic of 

his style«lured away from earth. It was his "Christabel" 

and "Eve of St. Agnes," which particularly led us "straight 

to the ivory gates" and wafted us "gently fro® waking dreamt 

to the mistier visions of sleep." In addition, "there are 

many English poets — Herrick, and Marvell, and Gray, and 

Cowper, and Tennyson — who have bedside verses for us all," 

especially Herrick who was a "delight companion for night" 
because he invited us "so distinctly and seductively to 

leave... the grievous cares of life," to lay aside "all 
labor, and keeness, and altruism,"® Shelley, the third 

member of the famous ro. antic triumvirate, was surprisingly 

excluded fro.. the list f her favorite poets. Probably his 

spirit was too restless for her peace-loving mood nd

1. Repplier, In the Dozy Hours, p. la.
2* Ibid.. pp.T^-lS.
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tranquil temperament.

The proceeding analysis of the three essays on various 

aspects of books merely indicated the attitude of Miss 

Repplier towards them and gave some indication also of her 

personal preference in reading. The authors entioned are 
but a small group of a vastly larger number with whom she 

professed an acquaintance and with whose works she was tho

roughly familiar. To get a more adequate idea of the extent 

of Kiss Repplier’s reading, it would be necessary to 

enumerate a long list of all the authors she mentioned in 
all her essays, for she read authors of all ags? and climates. 

She claimed a familiarity not only with English and .American 

writers, but also with French and Russian authors, From 

her schooldays she knew the classics, especially Horace 

for whom she retained a fondness throughout her life, she 

believed that he was timely for her age. She wrote:

The scholars of tne last century believed firmly 
that the classics offer us both & training for 
life and a help in living it. This is the hold 
that Horace has had on humanity, and his fashion 
of speech is such that educated youth gladly 
accepts his spokesmanship,’*-

And, she added regretfully: ’’The twentieth cent ry has 

many new voices,” but no one of them spoke ”with the accent 
of Horace.She was one of the few conservative essayists 

of her day who regretted deeply the ’’banishing of the

♦ Repplier, ’’Horace,” Birht Decades, p, 69. 
. Ibid.



classics” from the American program of education. To her, 

the removal of them was an unhappy narrowing of cultural 

and linguistic knowledge which was to be deplored.^

Besides her wide and varied reading, kiss Repplier

tried to enrich her knowledge by lecturing, she did not nave

a high opinion of such a pursuit, and lectures, she admitted,

were not to her taste. In an essay on that topic, she gave
her opinion about the pur se for attending lectures. To

her, such attendance was but an unsuccessful attempt at

finding a -'short cut” to knowledge, a subterfuge for

escaping from "the drudgery of reading and thinking.”2

her theory was that it was neither keen desire of culture

not amusement which brought people to lectures, for they

de rived the ’’patient listeners” of "leisure on the one

hand, and of scholarship on tne other.she rationalized!

It is the old, old search for a royal road to 
learning, it is the old, old effort at a com
promise which cheats us out of both pleasure 
and profit. It is the old, old determination 
to seek some short cut to acquirements.^

listening to lectures was hardly an ideal pastime, the 

atmosphere of the lecture-halls was too oppressive for that.

As for the knowledge abtalned by attending them, the "mass 

of details upon disconnected subjects” could hardly be

1. Agnes Repplier, "The Strayed Prohibitionist,” Points of 
Friction. Boston, Houghton kifflin, 1..d, p. sWT------

S. Repplier, "Lectures,” Dozy Hours, p. igg.
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considered a substitute for that which was to be gotten 

fro© reading an author completely. Attendance at lectures 

was to her one of "the most grievous” of modern burdens, 

the ’’necessity of knowing a little about & gre. t .any things, 

Her stand was that lectures were unnecessary when all 

could read and books were plentiful,

Nevertheless, because of the persuasion of her friend 

Agnes Irwin, Miss Repplier undertook the task of lecturi g. 

There were many advantages, such as meeting people and 

having an opportunity to disseminate some of her knowledge, 

and increasing as well her own storehouse of learning.

She did not have to search for topics, for in general she 

drew them from her essays, one of which was to be her most 

popular, namely, ’’The Mission of Humor” which she enjoyed 

herself ”as it allowed her to tell one story after another,” ®

As Stokes wrote: ’’Her lecturing was to take her traveling
in the United States for more than thirty years,”4 she was

a popular and a brilliant lecturer, and her lectures were

well-attended and well-received. Her biographer testified:

It would scarcely be exaggeration to say that 
those meetings of the Contemporary Club at which 
Agnes Repplier spoke* either extemporaneously or 
from the platform, were always the high lights of 
the season,"

1, Rep. lier, Dozy Hours, p, 126,
2. Xbi>; ., p, if 1.
d, Stokes, Repplier, p, 96,
4* W.d.» p. S'?.
5. Ibid., p. lQg-lOS.



she frequently ad resse* distinguished. audiences, but at 

all times she was an effective speaker:

Though she never forgot ner genteel origin, she 
never hesitated to speak her mind. Ano she s okenever hesitated to speak her mi 
with pungency and 4clat always.

vmile there were disadvantages in lecturing, they were 
for the most part minor ones, and Miss Repplier usually 

took them in stride. As Stokes concluded:

Rut for all the trials, 11ss Repplier could 
scarcely resist the temptation to speak when
ever she received a call, Lecturing made money 
for her. That was the fundamental advantage,*1 

Being in comfortable financial circumstances, Miss

Repplier decided to travel to Europe. As Stokes insinuated, 

"Miss Irwin may have a hand in the matter, and anything 

recommended by Miss Irwin generally became an absolute 

necessity to Miss Repplier.But Agnes needed ”no encourage

ment here."Travelling by now was a natural thing. She was 
by that time convinced that ”To go abroad should be the 

rational ambition of every writer.”4 And, as she added,

"As soon as I had a thousand dollars in hand, I went off 
to Europe — thank heavensl"5 She made her first trip in 

lo»Oj numerous others followed that one, for that first 

trip made of her a "confirmed travel.er.”6 She visited not 

only Europe but also the hear East and, in the course of 

years, made a "duty tour” of the United States. In 1900,

p. 1A1.



she Bad© a trip to Europe during which she was grafted urr
audience with the holy Father who deeply impressed her.^

As & traveller, Miss Rep,■ lier was ”tbe hap iest of 

tourists”} she was so enthusiastic ah.ut "each spot” she

was so great that sne frequently found hersexf in a diieasja. 

She was confronted with the necessity of "choosing between 

the known and the un.nown, between the delight of seeing 

a place for the first ti e and tne joy of seeing it for the 

second.

However, Agnes Rep lier travel - ed for a purpose, and

it was, in the main, a auasanistic ones

She never Went to Europe for the scenery. She 
could not abide Switzerland, with looking at 
mountains and streams apparently the only 
occupation at band.

Travelling to her ue nt "meeting people and seeing places,"5 

Like the famous humanists of the Renaissance and ^eo-classical 

periods, she was more interested in . en and manners than in 

natural scenery. To her as to the famous men of English 

letters, travelling was essentially the "Grand Tour," or the 

rounding out of one’s cultural and personal background 

by observation. Unlike most of her predecessors, she felt 

the language barrier keenly. Her one sorrow was that

"there are many languages in the world” and that she was

1, Stokes, Ret':Her, p. 121.
2, Repplier, Eight Eecades, p, 22,

es, op. cit,, p. 23,
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acquainted with "so few.

As she travelled, she took away various impressions 
of the different places she visited. Her reaction to each 

was different,
: < -I
The Eternal City was all that she could wish for; 

its beauty was inexhaustible. She was almost lyrical in 

her description of it. She wrote:

toy, after all, go anywhere else when Some sits 
on her seven imperceptible hills, and awaits 
our coming? She has beauty beyon compare, and 
the secrets of life and death, and a message for 
ev ry receptive soul. She has an admirable cli
mate for people who do not ask the impossible.
I have tried her for eleven months out ofrthe
twelve, and have never found her wanting »*-

London remained ’’always way above Paris in her affec
tion":

There was not a brick about it that did not 
appeal to her. In a measure it seemed her 
rightful home; her literary home it had been 
for nearly thirty years.*6

England was the 1 nd of her predilection, She was rap

turous in her praise of England, especially of the manner 

in which the people spoke. To allow her to express herself 

on the point:

After French, Dutch, German, Flemish, to say 
nothing of American, the mother tongue was a-de 
doubly blessed by being so sweetly spoken,...
The charming intonation of the English fill me 
with wonder and regret, toy can’t I speak in 
that way?*

1, Repplier, Fight Decades, p. gg.
. Ibid.

£3tokes. Re 
Ibid. . p'

Repplier,
• 100.

p. 99,
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Berlin was rather austere and forbidding. She found

it a "curiously disciplined place.” She was most uneasy

while residing there , for she lived

in constant fear of being arrested for doing 
something contrary to the law — like walking 
the wrong way on the street.And she was 
very nappy to escape before her incarceration

Munich, Bavaria, nevertheless, delighted her, ’’especially 

the beer gardens," and the nocturnal life; »go one stays 

at ho e at night in Munich, she decided, not even the 

grandmothers.

Constantinople provided "more small shocks and surprises 
than cny other spot” that she encountered; sue and her 

companion "were in a state of perpetual wonder,, ent. «£

Turkish people and civilisation, especially the sultan 

and his harem, intrigued her considerably, she summed up 

some of her remaining travel impressions succinctly her

self |

There are other encnantea spots in an enchan
ting, if unsatisfactory, world. I hope their 
beauty 13 thrilling eyes as keen as mine* The 
old seraglio in Stamboui was, I felt sure, the 
loveliest spot on earth until the nobler glory 
of the Acropolis dimmed its memory. The first 
glimpse of the pyramids, seen from the opposite 
side of the Nile in the long level light which 
precedes dusk, is an arresting moment. It cnn 
never be forgotten while anything on earth is 
remembered.1 2 * 4

1, Stokes, Beovlier. &. 100*
2. Ibid.
5. *ep. Her, Eight Decades, p* S3.
4, Ibid,
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Being & staunch Catholic, she thought of making ’’The 

great pilgrimage — that of the Holy Sepulchre," but- it 

was denied. her because of her "enfeebled strength," How

ever, she did go to Lourdes and to La Sslctte, tw of the 

great pilgrimage centres of the Catholic world,

Lourdes appealed to her ie.. ensely, She was fascinated

by its beauty and spirit and by its history and su eras-

turai -vents. Speaking of its surroundings, she stated}

The beauty of Lourdes has helped to win it affec
tion. There is nothing hidden or wild or dependent 
upon association in its loveliness, Nowhere else 
do the skies look vaster, the earth greener, the 
hills store harmonious, the little river more 
friendly in its glancing speed.1

Sbe was also touched by the atmosphere "of kindness, of 

pity, and of service," but mostly by the deep frith of the 

pilgrims who case from the four corners of the world, 

especially that of a. "Japanese blind boy who knelt most 

of the day close to the grotto, erect end motionless as 

stone," To her, he appeared as an "embodiment of that 
age-old cry: ’Lord, that I .ay seei»»fc

As for La Sslette, she confessed, that it w.s &. "vein 

of sentiment" which induced her to take the journey. The 
Wild beauty" f that inaccessible shrine "amid the twined 

hills of Taunhind" reminded her of a ’lonely s ot» in the

1. Repplier, Light Decides, pp. 27-18, 
*“• JjiiL.* > p* 1
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convent school, of a "marsh beyond the lake where the white 

violets grew’3 and which nad been "piously christened La 

Salette.” She cared little for the "white violets” but

loved the ’’hillocks '--hat skirted the lake” which bid her 

and her companions "from tne Mistress of Recreation,

She admired the "nuns in charge of La Selette" who were 

very Kind, simple, detached, and pious as well as the 

’’devout behavior of the country people — of the c untry 

women at least who came to Mass.” And she added causti

cally: "More than any nation in the world, Fr nee depends 
on her women to carry her to Heaven**®

Before she retired fro... an active life, hiss Re plier 

was a;pointed a ..ember of the commission for the Ibero- 

American International Exposition to be held in Seville in 

1.29, The ap,.ointment, aade by president Coolidge, mystified 

her, for she never understood why, of all people, she was 

selected for the honor, She thouroughiy enjoyed .er trip 

to Spain. At the Exposition, she met the Royal family of 

Spain and some of the other members of the royal house

holds of Europe as well as distinguished American visitors. 

In the spring, she attended the reiigio ,s ceremonies f 

Holy Week which she found "more beautiful” than ever before; 

she also went to tne bull fights "without enjoyment and

1, Repplier, iftht. Decades, p. EQ.
2. Ibid.
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without enthusiasm save when an American lad from Brooklyn 

was admitted into the ring” and "swiftly and cleanly" dis

patched his two bulls, Commenting cn the pride in pleasure 

of the Arne 'leans who were present , she remarked: ’’one

might h. ve imagined our national ambition was no other than 
1

to breed bull fighters for Spain.” While she had been 

faithful since childhood" to her love for 'pain, the country

of mysticism and chivalry, she left it without regret, as 

did a young musician from Brooklyn because Seville, large, 

festive, and gay as it was, did not h ve that which was 

dearest to the heart of an /me lean, namely, «a bandstand 

or a peanut”! Agnes Repplier commented pungently:"So was 

Seville triad and found wanting#"
To be an essayist of a high order, Miss Repplier had 

become much "of a wanderer.” She travelled over the world 

to know its people cine their way of living ano thinking 

better# Her mind became a storehouse of knowledge and 

p.ecious memories with which she would enrich her writings.

The countries she visited "lived up to their promise.’'

She h d seen the treasures of lurope and tasted the joy 

that it gave. Agnus KeppUer was satisfied anc content 

from her travels, for they were both profitable and gratifying# 

As Stokes concluded!

1. Repplier, lltht Decades. p« 4fe,
t. Ibid., p* ~ 41
b. lit ©fees, Repplier, p# 100.
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Miss Repplier did little or do writing while on 
hen trips. Travel constituted the keenest recreation 
for ner, and she was usually far too busy sight
seeing to take tiase o -t for work. But occasionally, 
when a particularly good idee struck ner .. nd wr.en 
she was in the roper - : . woul< retire t,
so..e quiet sp t and set to work.1

If reading, lecturing, and travelling did much to 

help Agnes Repplier to develop into an accomplished essayist, 

her wide circle of ersonal, literary, ant? professional 

friends contribute*.- no less to that development, Asso

ciation and conversation with these stimulated her Kind and 

also provided for her a form of relaxation and pleasure. 

Although she lived a solitary life and enjoyed solitude, 

she was no recluse. She wrote;

I dearly love social life, and amusing people.,,
I like conversation as an ?-rt, and in all grts, 
the form is more to ie than the substance,1

Stokes also said: "Writing »a* pgnes Repi? tier’s real in

terest, with teading and people - clever, ingenious people - 

crowding close.

Besides her travelling eompani ns, Cornelia Frothing- 

nan and the Boone sisters, Miss Repplier counted aasong her 

personal friends tne writer Elizabeth Robins, her friend 

of Eden Hall days, Agnes Irwin, h r former educator, and 

Dr. Jaaes William White of the University of Pennsylvania 

feedlcsl School. Each influenced the life and writings of

1, otokes, Repplier, n. 146 
8, Ibio.., p. liS.
5, TT”"., p. 66
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Agnes Repplier in various ways. ”Liszie« Robins regained a 

friendly rival most of uer life and was an incentive to 

Agnes Repplier to to be the best of essayists. Agnes 

Irwin, wfav expelled liss Repplier fr.-a her establishment 

and then forgave tne misdemeanor, remained a life-long., 

friend of me essayists

Agnes Repplier*s association with Agnes Xrwic na- 
lasted over :a re than forty years. Even though the 
st-rt had not been particularly propitious, the 
dismissal fro., the school was to be graciously 
forgotten in view of the recalcitrant pupil’s 
later accomplishwent. Miss Irwin could not joke 
about what bad been so freward an affront to her 
disciplinary methods. But at least she harbored 
no resentment,*

Mss irwin was one f the profound influences on the

career of xgnes Repplier, She encouraged, prodded, and applauded 

the achievements of her former student* and Agnes responded 

in later years with greater docility than in youth. After 

the death of her tutor, Miss Repplier paid her a glowing 

tribute. Sne wrote:

Her life had never been easy, but it had been
reasonably happy, reasonably triumphant, teeming 
with interest, and nobly led. Always she had 
accepted it as both gift and burden, imposing 
many responsibilities and bringing much delight,
Always she had,.’reigned within herself,' and her 
soul was free.

When disease ..ude inroads on her not toe robust health, 

Agnes Repplier sought the aid of Dr. White, a famous

1. Stokes, Repplier, pp, 175-176, 
R» -‘J/AR» a P» i’*b.
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surgeon. After recovery fro® surgery, a lasting and deep

friendship ,;as forxied between tie t.ru, for Agnes felt that
she um her life to hin, as, f in all retunlity, she did*"1

She valued her friendship with the surgeon bee: use he was

<.n Intellectual besides a scientist. Through biis she net

the f--.-t.ar president Theodore Roosevelt who knew that in 
€>

her a« had f-uuK< »a person wfeu» the public would read,»fc 

In response to 'r. Whites appeal, -ho returned fro® her 

gurepeo-B tour in 1914 when the first Worlc Wr broke out 

to aiu « couse f the icf-rvenhi-nlsts. The two collabo

rated on h political pam-tletj Dr. White wrote "very rapidly 

whereas Agaes Hepplier fco<hf her usual infinite pains, 

working slowly and carefully.«b To her, his death was a 

loss as great s chat of Miss Iran,*

The deaths of her parents ware closer sorrows, 
but the deaths of her wise and helpful friends 
went even deeper. And White’s perhaps acre 
subtly than Agues Irwin*a,4

Harrison cjrr^s, a miaor poet and a oae-time editor 

of Up, inc.itt»g Matiajelau. «as her first literary friend.

Through the long years of their acqua...stance ue served as 

& Kind of confidant and trusted adviser in all mattars 

concerning her career nto a degrea. i&ore intimate than 

even hiss Irwin aeieved,*5 Be was the "recipient of all

1. -Stokes, Repplier, p« 1ST.
2, Ibid,, vT"i6fc,
y, TbP., p« 174. This pamphlet was entitled "Germany &nr.

-1 - -eraey, the Re; 1 Issue, the Views of Two Average Ameri
cans, a Rco.lv to Doctor Derr,burg.« It was published in 

nyl&nd &n? U ter translated into French, German, and Dutch,

5. Tbih.

t.ru
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manner of trials as far as her books were concerned,”1 

Through «r, Morris, Kiss Supplier cot several -;ericen 

distinguished scholars, notably, Dr, Morris Jastrow, long 

& profess r of oriental languages at the University of

•onnsyivania; Dr, Felix S, Rebelling, the greet lnu.es- 

pearuan scholar of the same university, and Walt Whitman,

W-oia she described as »a most astounding old man, though 

very .-iin.ple, Find., end bospitftd.e,” although he served ner 

on bur first visit te bin «wb ? y ■ a chi»< t© n

iaug,’r' Besides, It w.;s Morris who w;.s instrumental in 

having Mias Repplier honored with membership in the 

rational Institute of Arts and letters. The relation..hip 

between the two was personal as well as professional:

It wee the «i.r. himself who counted, not win t he 
was able tc bring titr hit... he proved his friend
ship for Agnes Repplier tioe and tine again,v 

Two >i Agnes Reppllerts most issportent literary friends

in Philadelphia were Dr, S« Weir Mitchell and lore.ee Howard

Furness, the fir. t a »• veilst and the second, a great

Shakespearean sefoL.-.r oh- had many Interests In co..; won

with Miss Rap liar, The friendship between Furness and

hiss He , liar wos far closer than between the essayist

and novelist. There was ’’nothing formal about their 
4association.” According to Stokes, ’’the two £ ent hours

1. Stokes, Bepylier, ?>, 117.
A. Ibid,, pTxWZ
$* * P«

* X -• -»- <* > & • i *

lore.ee
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in good talk about books an* people an tne^r feline 

pets,

In the course of her tr vels, Kiss Repplier net on 

different occasions v ri us notables, f,re: st among them 

being some of the Sew England major writers. After her 

visit to Boston in 1887, she wrote:

I am thirty years old, and I have been to Boston,
I have met men and women who fitted into ay school 
days, who were part and parcel ^f my education.
It was an edifying experience. Doctor Oliver wen- 
deli Holmes, a very old gentleman, smiling and 
tottering, universally coddled and universal-y 
beloved, which was no core than his due. »rs.
Julia Ward Howe, that lady of a single inspira
tion. Mr, Thomas Bailey Aldrich, most debonair 
of authors and editors, whoa- the world- his 
world - took ©ore seriously than he took hi? self.
As a poet he was a craftsman. He loved delicacy 
and finesse. As an editor he had superlative 
Courage, and a flair for new writers. They were 
as welcome to his as,-, they were anathema to most 
editors of that day.®

But, she continued:

The most impressive figure tnat dawned upon ay
Boston horizon was .>r. James Russell Lowell.
There was nothing to mar the impression, he 
looked as he should have looked. He spoke as 
he should have spoken. Distinction marked him 
as her own, and he responded without effort to 
her election. Always the centre of interest and 
attention, no one lost anything by granting 
precedence to a ©an so flawlessly urbane/'

However, she explained:

His interest in M.e centred solely in the fact 
that I was a townswoman, or as good as a towns
woman, of Walt Whitman, and fairly well acquain
ted with that unclassified genius,1 * * 4

1. Stokes, He j; Her, p. 108.
2-« Repplier, Bight Decides, p. 12,
S. Ibid., p. 14.
4. Tbid.
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She was highly flattered and pleased when Lowell admitted 

in a letter to Furness that he had read ’’with great 

enjoyment" Agnes Repplier»s ess y '’Fiction in the pulpit" 

and found it "truely delightful." As Stokes remarked,

"This was recommendation indeed.

In 1900, Agnes Repplier was nearing fifty and was

soon to give to tne world of letters her Happy Half-Century.

It was a fitting title for the book. Speaking of her

achievements, Stokes summarised:

And in the main it had been happy. She had 
accomplished her duty tour of the United States 
with more pleasure than pain; she nad reveled 
in the luxurious abundance of Europe# She had 
made many friends for herself, if a scattering 
of enemies * crabbed souls who never knew when 
not to taae her seriously. But most of all, 
she had won a reputation that was well on its 
way to being the envy of those who aspire to 
write, not for the glutton masses, but for the 
gourmet few.£

1. Stokes, Repplier, p. 104.
2. Ibid.. jC IB.
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CHAPTER IV

THE CRITIC-ESSAYIST

In the preceding chapters, the beginning and t e 

development of the -literary career of .Agnes Repplier had 

been considered. The purpose of this charter is t analyse 

briefly the content of some of her more known essays and 

bo-ifs. The topics upon which she wrote were Inexhaustible; 

the present investigation is limited to her literary and 

social criticism. It is doubtful whether Biss Repplier 

would approve being called a critic; nevertheless, she was, 

despite the lightness and deftness f her irony and humor, 

a serious writer. She had definite opinions and principles 

and she voiced the.;: in her essays. Those will be examined 

and evaluated briefly, A detailed analysis of her views 

on the various and numerous subjects she wrote is beyond 

the scope of a college thesis.

Because Miss Repplier was above all an outstanding 

American essayist, it is necessary to give so e c -nsir;eration 

to the origin and development of the essay as a form of 

writing, A brief history of it is pertinent and proper.

As a form of literature, the essay has been variously

defined. One source describes it as
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a composition of moderate length, usually in 
prose which deals in an easy, cursory w..y with 
a subject, and, in strictness, with that subject 
only as it affects the writer.

Another source defines it as & ”nai.e used loosely for a 

type of prose literature that is essentially expository
sin mood and usually informative or didactic in objective.” 

The above definitions and descriptions give a general idea 

of the nature and scope of tne essay as a fora of writing*

However, there is more than one type of essay?

The essay has several sub-types which ere deter
mined by the content, mood, or structure. The 
major division is between the ’formal’ and the 
’informal’ essay.0

And, as the author stated, the distinction between the two

is not always easy to masa:

In general, the ’informal’ essay Is a ’light’ 
essay, rather loseiy written and seasoned with 
bits of narrative an dashes of humor and whimsy; 
it mist not be thought of, however, as either 
formless or inconsequential. The ’personal’ essay 
is the term given to a bit of easy exposition 
that has its roots in the individual experiences 
and moods of the essayist; it represents the 
autobiographical approach to the essay. In 
addition such adjectives as ‘social,’ ’critical,’ 
’moral, ’ and the like a,ay be employed to charac
terise the essay.4

The opinion.- set forth in the essay are presented with 

a ’’high degree of literary art,a.though the style is

incyclop. edit. Britannica, Volume 6, Chicago, University 
of Chicago', Tl457 fcW'e'oliu.a, p. 716.
Homer A. Watt and William W* Watt, A Dictionary of 
English Lite mature, New York, Barnes & Noble j" i 4b, p, £56 
Ibid., p, 157.
Ibid.
Benjamin A. Heyerick, Types of tne Essay, New York 
Charles Scribner’s Sons, loll, p. vi'i'i.
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informal and familiarj the subjects generally concern 

theE.elves with ’’everyday manners and morals or with 

individual emotions and experiences rather than with public 

affairs or the material of systematic thinking,

As for the history of the essay, it is a fairly 
familiar one, WLchei de Montaigne, a sixteenth-century 

Frenchman, is popularly known as the Father of the ess y 

form; however, he w. s not the founder :f it, it v»i a known 

in classical antiquity; Socrates, Cicero, Demosthenes, 

Marcus Aurelius and others made use of it; their essays 
were formal because they were more impersonal.^ Montaigne 

injected the personal note into the essay. His writings 

tended to be personal reflection, for ne sought to portray 

himself.
In England, Francis Bacon was the first to make exten

sive use of the fora, and his earliest Essays are imita

tive of those of the Frenchmanj

Bacon*B essays are brief, highly compressed, 
aphoristic, and dogmatic. In no English essays 
written since has so much worldly wisdom packed 
into such small compass.0

As Bacon because better known during the Restoration period, 

the popularity of the essay Increased, Abraham Cow ey 

made brilliant use of it, and Sir William Temple wrote 

loosely organized essays on different subjects.

1. William Frank Bryan and Ronald S. Crane, The English 
Familiar Essay. Boston, Gum « Comp., 191b, p. ill.

2. Sisfcer M. Steanore, C.S.C., The Literary Essay in English. 
Boston, Ginn and Comp., 19£S, pp7 lb-16.

5, Watt and Watt, Dictionary of English literature, p. 357,
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With the coraing of the Tatier and the Spec tat- , r of 

Addison and Steele, the periodical essay made it ep ea- 

r&nce, Daniel Defoe made limited use of it in his 

Weekly Review of the Affairs of France, But it was Addi

son and Steele who actually developed it. Their moral 

essays Barked a departure fro- the personal essay, chile 

the authors *aiaed to entertain their readers te as 

much as to persuade them,« and whixe "they gave careful 

attention to their style,v-~' nevertheless, they hid their 

identities behind Invented characters and thereby tended 
to make their essays more artificial and less direct than 
the earlier ones,^ Samuel Johnson and Oliver Go dsmith, 

continued in the manner of Addison and Steele.

The essay underwent further modifications in the 

nineteenth century as a result of the personalities of 

the authors;
The romantic movement at the end of the 
eighteenth century led to a sparkling flo d of 
personal essays from the pens of Charles L&ifib, •« 
William Haalitt, Thomas De Quincey, and others, 
and also to much literary criticism in essay 
fora,*-5

One critic pointed out that
the one property common to the essayists of the 
early nineteenth century is their egotism; they 
were chiefly interested in themselves, and were 
frank, though by no means offensively so, in the 
expression of this interest,1 2 * 4

1. Heydrick, Ty es of the Essay, p, xiii,
2, Bryan and Crane, Eng'llsi? ¥amiIfcr Essay, p< xliii,
6. Watt and Watt, Dictionary, p. 357.
4. Bryan and Crane, oy. cit., p. xliii.
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' And, as another writer noted:

The Victorian essay tends to be solid, serious, 
well-constructed, but heavy. With Stevenson... 
at the end of the nineteenth century caiue a

z return of the earlier ©anner of Hazlitt and
L&fflb th t carried over into the first decade 
of the twentieth century

In the present century, both types of essays, the formal 

and informal, declined and fractically vanished, for the 

formal essay displaced by the discursive “article* in 

which the expression of the /arsenal ide s “has all but 

given way to th . compilation of statistics.

Sasays were being written not only in England and 

on the Continent, but iso in the United states. While the 

developments were not parallel, the American growth of 

the essay was no less interesting. The earliest essayists 

were clergymen who used the essay for writing their sermons 

on ethics, manners, social and national affairs. Later, 

the essays began to appear in the magazines. The American 

essay had its own distinguishing features:

It was necessarily formative and educational.
It had the culture of France and Englanc as a 
fulcrum, and proceeded by main force to lift 
the taste >f our early citizens from the merely 
utilitarian and the grubbing commonplace to a„ 
conception of the graceful and the beautiful,0 

Among the major nineteenth century American essayists

were William Cullen Bryant, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Oliver

1, Watt and Watt, Dictionary, p, S57,
•», -i. Pip.« , 0. tjhO.
5, mauncey C. Starkweather, E.s-k&ya of American Essayists, 

New York, Collier, 1900, p. iii, *



Wendell Holies, and Vinces Russel. unwell. Baca wrote in 

his own characteristic style and on Individual subject 

Batters* Bryant’s writings --.re £x-.:ked ”by great purity 

and elegance*} Ewerson’s are highly specul tive; nelnes’, 

witty sad fascinating} Lowell’s, clear, vigorous, •.:• n« 

scholarly*1

Despite the popularity of both the i. e . tor -, article

and of the short story, the essay as A literary fo ft

mnaged to survive to the present. Several writers in tne

twentieth century have more or less c..-ntinue the literary

tradition: Howells, Wsodberry, Santayana, Woodrow Alison,

Henry Van Dyke, Brander latthews, Paul fillet More, ana,

of course, Agnes Repplier are affiosf tneul' They stand

iuidwoy between the English and french trauitivos

If American essayists and critics owe a deco 
to the English writers of the eighteenth ana 
nineteenth century - as indeed they ;o- £uey 
have reu:.ve from their inheritance ai- tui..t 
of bitterness and cruel satire.*'

But they owe a c nsiderable debt also to tne French writers, 

for theoretically they tended to subscribe to the French 

dictu... that style is the wan, "yet they wrote rather under 
the piculs!.." *f tb-, it. that auftut t« ■»» «»» rtrl*,"*

1. starkweather, Aiaerlcnn essayists, p. v.
£, -iiiiu. • PeterfieiTfrent, John' Erskine, Stuart P.

Herman, Carl Van Horen, odd., The Cambridge ; 1stopr of
AuariCo.n Litev:.tore, 2 vol., Hew York, Mac&iixan, la 54, 
Tne Vol,, p, li'H.

«... Ibitt,
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Therefore, while the literary essay is less popular 

at present than it was formerly, it still holds its rank 

in the field of letters in the present century. One writer 

who has helped it to keep its place in literary history 

and added lustre to it was Agnes Repplier. As one commen
tator remarked} "By any possible computation, Mss Repplier 

stands high among the American essayists.

There has been so e speculating abo*t her position 

in the history of the essay: whether she belonged to the 
English tradition of Addison^ or to the American tradition 
of Emerson and Lowell.1 * 3 Such speculations are generally 

futile, for all great writers assimilated the various 

Influences which affected them and made them their own.

The same holds true for Agnes Her Her. In varying degrees, 

she was influenced by the English essayists of the eighteenth 

and nineteenth century. Her essays, however, re;., in her own; 

they reveal her mind, personality, and style. She is 

"acknowledged supreme among American essay sts, leaning 

to traditions of other era* yet standing erect to the face 
of the present#”4

Like most informal essayists, Agnes Repplier tried 

to remind her readers "that good manners and good literature

1, Brady, America, p. 515.J. J. ReTtiy', "Daughter of Addison." Catholic/**pr Id, 
Vol. 148 (November 1538), p. 159.

?. Brady, do. < it..
4. Edytne Helen Browne, "A Birthday for Agnes Repplier," 

America, Voi. 43 (April 22, 19b.'), p. 65,
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are as »uch e part of life as e-..rne- the as and information 

Whatever she wrote, rs for tue "gentle rrier,^ not for 

a scholar or specialist. In her essays, she voiced her 

•references and c evictions, but sne »nt net a formal 

critic, She was content to present her views and ideas 

end ,lc- ve then at th.t, She wr . te primarily to entertain. 

Nevertheless, "as ti.<■ went on s.- e f her essays c .evicted 

Mss Repplier of • serious purple" and "of being openly 

didactic,However, in those critical esssys sue reserved 

r rightness of treatment of her .subject which is a charac

teristic of the mforisal personal esr yt,

Sesae of Msg Repplier*s critical ess- ys h. ve been

evaluated end the appraisals ore interesting. It is tie

opinion of one ..uth.-r that as an essayist -gnen RepMier

was; "first vud foremost* r socl.-l critic, a true "Bkugbter

of Addison," Reilly*s theory was:

Social criticism in the Addisonian sense ii now 
virtually a 1-,-st art: Banners as deviati ns frot 
good sense are left t« IM e Chinee; Banners as 
colored by aiorelity to tne C urches. Social 
criticise has beco •' leaden-footed vagrant 
wh se proper desain h s been usurped by economics, 
socio.ogy, science, and a type of ethics so 
highly personal that sanctions and standards 
know it no longer.*

His conclusi n was:

The collapse of Addisonian social criticise has 
left us ifc«easurafely poorer in good breading

1. Howard hum;-rr Jones, "Informal Essayist,” The Saturday 
bcv.i-w, (Acri. 1 '40, 1149), p. S2.

£, £HYd7..
8, Joseph J. Reilly, Catholic world, p. 160,
4. Ibid,, p. 168.
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without... improving us in those inner attitudes 
of tnd of which good manners are tne evidence.*-

Howard MaaefoTd Jones also regretted the passing f the

informal essay, ’’the little old lady”:

We have devel ped no adequate subsfcitue fot the 
little old lady. Our columnists pontificate. The 
literary exploitation of personality grows daily 
crasser as the dvertislng boys pyramid ’rr;.e» 
values. The feature articles which, in most natio
nal magazines, have driven belles-lettres into a 
corner, are earnest and grim as we suffer weekly 
a new crisis.

In a sense, feiss Repplier did write Min & tradition, ** the 

tradition of social criticism of Addison. Even when she 

was ’’openly didactic** which Addison seldom was, nevertne- 

less, ’’social criticism has never been so lightnesrted 

since tne Victorian propnet/ breathed moral indignation 

into its veins.Line the Augustan writer, Agnes Rep lier 

wrote with ”an air of amused and slightly ironic detach

ment.” ui.-.e nis, her chief concern was ’’with the foibles 

•nd follies of the day and occasionally with those aspects 

of manners which touch upon mora-ity,*4-’ And, as Reilly 

remarked:

To follow addison, to write in cis tradition, is 
not easy: on the contrary it is enormous y diffi
cult, like swimming against a powerful current.
It means keeping within a given do; ? in, preser
ving & point of view, employing reasoned end 
tested stand, holding fast to urbanity, mintain- 
ing at least the appearance of detachment, reject
ing scorn, abuse, exhortation, and ridicule as

1. ’•ciliy* Cetho ic World, pp, 1St-159,

CARROLL COLLEGE LIBRARY
HELENA, MONTANA
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weapons, and. employing a hua.or that Is never wry, 
n irony tir-.t is never bitter, & tolerance that

never degenerates Into indifference.*

Other requirements far good social criticism are:

tne critic who is true to the tradition must 
substitute reason for emotion and either avoid 
open didacticism or, ^.n.Addison* s phrase,
’temper it with wit.*^

\s a 3>ei.tl critic, Agnes'?lenpUer retained the idosl 
presented above. Her essays wore »diS“tne*ly unasuol”; 
they revealed

•siore intellect than sfiaotion, ffl >re penetration 
than charm, thsy were a tittle angular and self- 
conscious but tnoy were distinctly unusual.°

It was her method wnlch nude them fiuxnsuai:’:
7nat iet ;od at its typical best consisted of 
presenting from history and literature of the 
past many aspect# of the subject under discus
sion and then by brief comments along the way 
,'r a quotation from a contemporary authority or 
a challenging question at the end to set hypocri
sy, or danger implied in present-day practice.

The wethod was sot as easy ic; it w s "full of !iffi- 
cuities"} but behind the method and "tne triumphant use 
of it was a real person. That person was Agnes Repplier.

Her popularity and success as a social critic were 
only partially the result of her technique, fore important 

factors explained her appeal and influence. These factors 

were her philosophy of life and her knowledge o. history, 

literature, and her style. As a social critic, she had a

Ac-q.. b xs. i-. i ic., p- ltd.

4* xbih.
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positive- philosophy ox’ life which she on several occasions

called «old faahi.znea«; Reilly uoclarech

Her philosophy of life is based upon such faith and 
such sustaining virtues as nave always been ueid in 
honor among civilized men. she hates sentimentality 
and pretense m all its protean forms. She detests 
cowardice and loves cour ;?e, physical as well as 
moral. She reveres fortitude, restraint,, and uhne- 
Kution.... hue deems patriotism a u ivers&i virtue 
to whose maisijg many others go.... Sue loves laughter 
.... she believes life immensely worth living but 
insists that there is something worse than de th 
and something ’better than human life and love,’
•Life is neither a pleasure nor a calamity.*®

It is ci’’grave affair” which we ’’must conduct and ter mate

with nonour.” As for her Knowledge of history:

Her enormous reading in the field of history 
did more than satisfy her romantic u^ereats and 
her endless Intel actual curiosity; it gave her 
a Knowledge of the past as extraordinary-as it 
is rare and enriched by an unexampled acquain
tance with biography, memoirs and letters,**

That itnowiege served a useful purpose; it provides as 

’’with standards for appraising men aw measures.”* As 

Miss Repplier said, ”Xt is with the help of History that 

we foolonce our mental accounts,n<4

moreover, the precision of her style and the clarity

of her thought did such tc enhance her social criticism;

io u fewine penetration she Joins & vigor and 
directness of mind which are essentially mascu
line. Thia explains three Interesting facts: 
that she never ci&rs, that her emotions*.. Color 
but never dominate her thinking, and that there 
is a ste by brightness about her essays which 
wearies the eye if none but the mentally apathetic.5

1. .y_:„*y, tathhal.C dcrla, p. 161. 
h. Xfed •
f- Xfeia«, p« 16i.
4, ibid,
b. Tbio.
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As n social critic, kiss Rep tier-wrote on innumerable 

topics, Her vein was "as inexhaustible as the •.'btoircities, 

vagar-es anc fclxxes of contemporary American lire." Such 

titles as "hiving in History," "Toe Masterful puritan,’’ 

"Town ano Suburb," «Tbe Peril# of Imnortality," "The 

Grocer’s Gat,” "The Battlefield of Education,« « America

nism, »• «?na Cost of Modern Sentiment," «A Question of 

Politeness," "Leisure," and her twoobooks To Thinx of Tea 

and In pursuit of Laughter, indicate both the nature of her 

interests and the range of her writing. In most of these 

essays, Agnes plep.-xier writes in her true vein; they ere 
"naif-serious, naif-mocking, clever, entertaining,”1 

but tney never degenerate into a mere "stunt," which was 

the danger or the weakness of the informal essay:

Often it had the quality of seeding to be a stunt, 
as when the author threw setae trivial theme into 
the air and called upon readers to admire ,his 
dexterity in keeping it up for ten pages,*'

/bile some of her essays tended to be, as some of he~ 

critics liked to point out, "current topics, or sort of 

extended editorials,’’ such «s those Witten during the 

first World War, most of them, however, were tl■•..eless,

She wrote generally for all ages.

Two of her books fa. ve received s. ecial com ©ndatiens, 

namely. To Think of Tea >nd In Pursuit of Laughter. They

1. stokes, Bepplier, p» 161,
2. Jones/Tne Saturday Review, p,cl*
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bid fair to become classics, Critics have been unifo.© in

their praise of beta as substantia© contribution; to the

field of letters. Stokes considered tne book To To ink of

Tea as Miss Repplier ”at her hose,”'*- he wroee;

uere is no caviling nt contemporary social mis* 
practices, no railing against stupid reforms.
Tne war, no.< almost fifteen years in the past, 
has been quite forgotten, and books and b oklore, 
and the praises of a day that -.eant far ©ore to 
Agnes Repplier than tne present, be it warti.. e 
or no, ho©d fol,. and uapoy sway.*

The work is '’compact with ...earning on* wis^oia'’ ,-.ix is 

“ironical and witty,® However, as Stokes cautioned, ”t ns 

is not a complete history of tea by any xseane, but it is 

a consideration of certain historical aspects of the 
drinking of tea.®*5 The work is rather diffuse and rattling, 

but it is neither dull nor lifeless. The account is inter

spersed with anecdotes “about the great, the near great, 

and the unknown, the whole intended to illustrate the lighter 

side of social life in England fro© Sir halter Raleigh to 
W.E. Gladstone.*’4 There is in this book no end “of minor 

and diverting revelations.” The author’s love and imagi

nation invested her friends with life; in the anecdotes 
there is ’’irony with bite but without bitterness,... salty 
humor, and the graeiousness f the Addisonian tradition,”5 

However, there is also criticism of present life:

©< ’-•tokos, x\e_p_? 1 ter, •,*» k.lo< 
a, ■ h yi*, p« Ha,
3., “’^TTly, hyai-t <y c f orly > P« 164.
4.
5, Ibid.
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CJ scene abound in
— --.it Jbto> but uv# s/ften i«upxi--.'i or ob.li ,-uelv
Cv*/.v,.-.,w in a ••bc’entneo.-,s, a ©odestiy subordinated 

3 «tuY? of * sentence# a demure cofir.ent,
Tu tne vigpxunt reader who already Knows Miss

, ■ fi-- •£ xj. ©I *» iic-ws# tiiCj.** unuuxstatement aoeaks 
eloquently.*

■ - -4 ’* ■ instance oi hex = «^.j, of social erirj—
visit, car be sevn in her ucscripticn of kiss beware, en

eightnth ccnvury totter -mw, biie concluded it thus*

It was a really re&arfcebie career, and she crowned 
* priceless verdict# well wortfe recording:

toow infinitely store lovely... xs France in her 
^:<gctabi3 tiiaXi is hsr liiw&n productions#

Miss .t.opp.Liec simply added; nho»g live toe Gallic arti

chokes and peaai®*5

— king of s >&©© .....;OC, ■

typical ’Blue,' ' who disliked tee and prescribed for tired 

and Cold ladies "solace *» that was a surer source than tea:

hous white Wi&e# ©uli*d wing ginger warns. 
Safely protects her inward frame from harr.

Her simple eo<©..ent on that recommendation was: ”It sounds 

like the prescription of a kind of country doctor, written 

in rhyme to suit the taste of a versifying age,»^ Many 

examples ci het highly effective treatoent of her subject 

could be cited# but the preceding examples give a fair 

idea of it.

1. be111 y, Catb/nlc World, p. 164.
8* Af.ci lep lie/, To Think of lea, Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 

1 , i. -•>.
S< n
d. 1 ••* ~ .k « » P» &O.
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To./or- tne eud of her career, Agnes Repplier gave the

world of letters her rthe.r major cootributl . n, namely,

In .Rarau..tt if i tynt or, Thia was a notable achievement which

was also limited in acoaei

In & sense it traces the history of htuaor from 
the Kiddie Ages to the twentieth century. But 
It is ’no dry and sober hisory of huriar. It is 
the flight of & subtle and penetrating mind 
lightly pursuing X ughter down the centuries.’
Tne Middle Ages, Klizabetium England, the Res to- 
ration, the Eighteenth Century, each yields its 
store of good tuxes, its contributions to gaiety, 
its wit and learning that no one scneu b iter how 
to present to modern readers than Agnes Repplier.1

Lime tne first valu e, In pursuit of hpu^poter is also rather 

discursive and its serious purpose is even wore apparent. 

Reilly explained!

True laughter implies power of honest appraisal... 
and is ao index of tolerance, humility, and a faith 
in.,, ’the ultimate decencies,* and in the high 
purpose which alone makes them significant. Thus 
daughter beco.es a, measuring rod of good life, a 
norm of civilization,*1

Concerning her theory of laughter as being a Haieasuring

rod of good life and civilization,*5 Agnes Repplier wrote:

On the preservation of the Cowie Spirit depends 
in sow© measure the ultimate triumph of civili
zation. science nay carry us to Mars. But it well 
leave the earth peopled as ever by th© inept.
Wealth well be a bone of contention as long as 
men stay wen. Laughter, which was ineffectively 
surpres.>ed in the Middle Ages, will be ineffectively 
pursued in ages of intensive eeiightsaest

1. stokes-, Repplier, p. 117.
#£< Reilly, C/:. fn - ■■... xc a or to, p, ILL.
a, goes Repplier, In Pursuit of Laughter, Boston, Houghton 

Mifflin, A.-X6, p. xlaZ

beco.es
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*n the fei die Ages, Miss Repplier wrote, laughter was
universal;

■ hi.-«e i.vho listen to the Hiedie Ages*.. can he r 
the echo of laughter ringing froai every side.
-’ ®vyry hole ; nd earner where huuan life
extat a.*

3ne r - “ • • ’ - ■ ttestiea . ..

have been paid to tne gaiety of tne Middle ages’* which 

vas one ■•' st« pr©d:n ina-.c qualities, for it was as ’’charac- 

teri -;.c a.- t passionate oev-?teo» r their .valets, or as 

tee callous cru-.-lt;r it" their stmwrs.«^

C-aaing to toe Tudor and. Elizabethan --evind, an age which 

J in literary history as the age of | ifw

^ie considered Elisabeth*s reign as a »gre t and glorious

reign, hut ..aerry it was nut."^ To ner, tee heyday of laughter

was tne Restoration periodt

';na Keynote if t.;e Restoration wag e pursuit of 
pleasure,... & furious pursuit caleulaceo co 
■‘©•’-S'.t its own ends,.*. The unearthly absorp
tion in pleasure which characterised the Restore- 
teon v .s fe-.e natural reaction fraa eleven years 
of Puritan rule,'

In that tic e, "Wit was the order of the day,R and wits 

outdid eacn other in striving to he wittier. Addison 

observed of Cowley teat his »onty fault - & pardonable 

sin - was »wit in excess.The abundance of wit-at that 

tisie she attribute- to tec uerry uonaren Charles IT who

1. alter, in Pursuit of Laughter, 3.W • £L.. * J . *Tbi

?• ?"• db-46,
*4 . A- t ' " . , X ♦ d • •
*-f« juufi~ * * e * hi.
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loved gay and brilliant conversation and who himself was 

’’wittier than the wittiest of his subjects.” Therefore,
’’the child was father to the man.”1

As for thtf twentieth century, laughter was dead and
her book was* as El ery Sedgwick wrote in thi Atlantic

Aghthly, ’’its epitaph-. Speaking of her age* hiss Repplier

declared: ’’The twentieth century is patient with expansive
seriousness, but curtails its gaiety.” She wrotej

Today we make scant pretence of cheerfulness; 
and absurdities, wnen recogi)ized, seem insur
mountable to s me and inspirational to others.
Strange coercive drives pursue ua relentlessly, 
and leave us drained of purpose

Her argument was that Americans were hungry for l&ug tier 
and their fondness for comics and movies proved, her point. 

However, their type of laughter was to her counterfeit 

humor. She reasoned:

our passionate loyalty to our humourists, our 
tolerance of the »Comics* in newspapers and 
cinemas, proves our need for laughter; but we 
are not gay. The appalling grin with which men 
and women are photographed for tie press is as 
remote from gaiety as from reason.4*

Agnes Repplier, besides the above book, wrote several 

essays on wit and huasor, These will be given attention 
subsequently.

Brief c..r-sider ti. n, ther fore, has been given to 

some of her major works on social criticism. Ho extended

<y
 m . lepplier, In pursuit of laughter, p, 65. 

. cited by Stokes, Rep pi i e r» pkl 8.
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analysis can be made of her remaining critical essays dealing 

with the same aspects because of tne scope of her interests. 

Some generalities can only be here cited about her social 

criticism, On the whole, most of her essays dealt with 

English men and manners rather than American, for as 

Stokes noticed?

it was not until more than half of’her books 
of essays had been ..ubushcd tu. fc she swung 
definitely and, for a time at least, almost 
completely to tne consideration of American 
problems as distinct from the English facts, 
fancies, and foibles that had been her parti
cular delight.

While she was interested in Americans and in the American

way of life, her sympathies were largely with the English:

Her rightful field was not the stupidities of 
contemporary America, for tn<- ’intellectual 
pastimes* of her childhood had c ncerned them
selves almost exclusively with the English 
literary history of another day.:'-

One of the outstanding characteristics of some of her 

books and many of her essays is femininity, Some are 

feminine because their content is generally considered 

such, as, for example, her books The Rjreside bpoinx and 

To Think of, Tea. The first of them is a type of history 

of the domestic cat and appeals primarily to woman, for 
the cat is more associated with them than with men. As for 

the second,

1, Stokes, Repolior, p„. SiQ, 
A. X.'bi do * P* fcfel«
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Books o« tea nave |©en writ.en by wen but largely 
from a commercial point of vie,., not a literary 
or an artistic one, and Ta Th nA of Tea remains 
feminine or at beat a curiosity to tne average
msculin© reader.

ihat vts.; true if her book’s la also true of some of 

her aril virtual es -. »yr, Am theta are several that .-re 

-■’enin'.ne bucaune if their treatment as well as material; 

to name only a few* "The Spinster,” "our Accomplished 

Great-GrandmoWer,” "The Child," "Three Wr-us Old Maids," 

"Battle of the Babies," "Woran Bnthrened,** "The- Girl 

graduate,«

Despite their fesilnl •© nature, the preceding essays 

prove interesting to the &; le as well as to the female 

reader because of "their style an< literary and historical 

references«t

That indeed is one of the wonders of Agnes Repplier: 
she could win a man to an avid reading of her by 
the way in which she expressed herself, even 
when that of whicbsshe wrote would have been 
scorned by that very lean if offered to his by a 
less consummate artist.

/.•.though many of her essays and works are char ;cteris- 
tically feminine, Agnes Repplier "held no special brief 

for women." Her caustic comment was "The right to be 

judged as men are judged is-perhaps the only form of 

equality which feminists fail to demand.But, as Stoles 

remarked, "she was not one to allow men to cow her,«4

1. •-, taxes, fiepoller. p. fett. 
2* Ibid., p. 2£A.
3. Ibid., p* 224.
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In feet? her wit and brilliant conversation tended to 

frighten rather than attract the opposite sex. Sex, she 

insisted,

had absolutely noth.ng to do either with her 
writing on the one hana or - at least she 
devoutly hoped - her reputation on the other,1

Che never ’’begged any gentler treatment for being a woman, 
Certainly she had never stood on her sex,”1 Like Piss 

Ifcwin, she was primarily interested in ideas, and those 

were sexless: they were neither male, female, nor neuter,

Agnes Repplier’s attitude toward Arne.'leans is note

worthy. A casual reader of her essays might get the impression 

that it is one of amused toleration ar it time bordering 
on contempt or indifferenee, for "so slight” are her references 

to them in these books; the English and the French receive 

most of her attention# But she was not unaware of the 

American and of tne American scene; from her travels and 

observation she drew many vignettes of her countrymen, 
such as the one found in the essay ”A Question of Politeness.” 

She wrote?
The American is not without gentleness of speech 
and spirit, he is not always in a hurry. lie is 
not always elbowing his way, or quivering with 
ill-bred impatience. Turn to him for help in a 3
crowd, anc feel the bright sureness of his response.

Stokes, Repplier, p. 291.
Ibid., p. 200.
penes Repplier, »A Question of politeness,” Americans 
• ad others, Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 1312, pp» 26-27,
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However, as Stokes observed, for ali her loyalty to 
her native land, "Agnes Repplier loved Europe with alii.-, at 

an equal devotion. She was never surfeitec. with travel abroad,” 

This divided loyalty is a typically Repplier ear.- attitude of 

mind and s irit* "her own country, yes; but ever since 

her first, long-dreaded-of trip had been realised, travel 
abroad as often as ossibie.”^ It must be eatph&si&ed by 

repeating the fact that as >. travel er she cared little for 

scenery?

her heart lay in the cities of the wcrlr, In them
JS1 ii u et peer le, c.rr froaj people she learned the 
ways of Weir country, lier essays arc filled with 
the unusual, the out-of-the-way, so tbt they be- 
cgto almost anthologies of lost, forgotten, or 
•unf&i ili&r cus-ous and Renners,*5

And, as Stokes continued:

to this endless curiosity to know about people, 
literary people out of the happy past, satisfied 
to a considerable extent by travel in the cities 
their hearty ghosts still haunted, the essayist, 
brought as well an extraordinary love and apprecia
tion of history,*

History was an aid to her to tne understanding of people
and of tne present. Her data was:

We can know nothing of any nation unless we know 
Its h: storyj and we can know nothing of the history 
of any nation unless we know something of the 
history of all nations.

As s social critic, sne was op osed to "unbridled 

reformers and their reforms,« She isiiked ’’reform’• feooks
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for children such as those written by Flor shew and Susan 

Warnerj she could not suffer the ‘’intolerable sting of that 

modern gadfly, the professional egitat.-r end socialistic 
champion oi the poor’1 as well as the reformers who ’’un

swervingly and unpitymgly decreased the worlds c ntent 

that they might better the world’s condition.Her oppo

sition to such reformers was due to her frame of wind which 

resulted from her being at once in lntellecutal aristrocrat 

and a penetrating thinker; she had the ’’ability to see 

through to bedrock fundamentals,”1 The reforms of senti
mentalists “were so patently surface, their value left her 

unmoved, for she saw no value in them,” She was not opposed 

to humanitarian reform, but preferred to allow the world 

to work its problem by letting the problems work themselves 

out a

Her inbred conservatism rebelled at short cuts 
that sacrificed caisson sense and good taste in 
an effort to achieve reward not deserved except 
by honest effort.1®

Such, therefore, are some of the major concerns of Agnes 

Repplier as e social critic. She was attracted on the whole 

by Interests that were timeless and had general appeal. In 
her essays, she points no moral but champions ideals of 

conduct which have made life worth living in their tiue and 
which make life worth living still,4

1. £lo/.«s, Hep plier, p, g£9.
k « J. i-' i U «, p, *
S. Ibid.
4. ITeiTly, Catholic World, p, 166.
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More important to the purpose of the present study 

are the literary proncuncevents which are found in the essays 

of Miss Re. oiler. She was a great reader of literature 

of dii event nations end numerous essays are devoted to 

liter, ry copies. In general, fro:, early childhood, she 

had a s,ecial fondness for English literature, particu

larly for the iaat twn?y~fiv$, years of the eighteenth 

century and. the first twenty-five years of the nineteenth , 

of the “happy Malf-century, * a tiae ‘'when literary reputa

tion was so eaeapiy gained that nobody needed to despair of 

one,” It was the time of Johnson,and Gheridan, of Words

worth, Coleridge, Byron, Seats, Lamb, Jane Austen, of 
Fanny Burney, Bannato More, and Maria Edgewortht

This was the period dearest to the essayist’s 
heart, tne period she knew ..nd loved the best.
This was the period to which she turned again
and again for inspiration in her essays,

however, it was to the great winds of that half-century

that she repeatedly returned for ideas. She knew that 

the age was .^ainly an :ge of women writers, and for prac

tice liy the whole tribe of them she had -nothing but 

scorn. Her essay ”A Happy fit;if-Centuryis & delightful 

satire on the women authors of that time. With the excep

tion of Jane Austen and Fanny Burney, stars ”of the first 
magnitude, ” and witu the exception of “one mild but ste di- 

fast planet, Mss Edgeworth,” the rest of Great Britain’s

1. Stokes, fiepcIjer, p, 848,
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literary .■.tidies were enjoying a degree of fame 
and fortune so utterly disproportionate to their 
©erits that their toiling successors to*d< y xa&y 
be ,ardoned for wishing themselves part of that 
hapjjy sisterhood.

Pith e of her finest irony, Pis.-. Repplier described it 

as a period characterized by a ’’universal willingness to 

accept a good pur >se as a substitute for good work.”* 

Inferior peens wereecou.ended for the ’’piety and worth 

they exhibit,” rather than for their craft, axx novels 

were valued for their sentiment, rather than for their 

art. Upon several of the lady authors Mis Repplier poured 

her open scorn. One of her chief targets was Hann h More, 

novelist and dramatist and a reputed saint, miss Repplier 

wrote:

To point ti Hannah More as a brilliant and 
bewildering example of sustained success is 
to give the most convincing roof that itgwas 
a good thing to be born in the year 174b.'

Her tragedy Percy ’’melted U-s heart of London.” Her novels 

edified England, America, ’’Moscow,” and the »Bajab ©f 
Tanjore.” ’’All this and Heaven, tool*'she exci; i.,.ed, was the 

’’feward for being born in 174b,” Bonn, h More hah such & 

high reputation for piety that ner verdicts were »Iike 

Protestant Bulls.”4 Ahf when Walpole’s ’’Holy Bnan&h* died 

*lt was recorded tint a cultivated taste for moral scenery

I. re -plier, A ha'- y Half-Century, pp. 2-S. 
*** a*- ’-id ♦ t P* 4.

• x bu - i • » PP • b~6 «
4, fold., p. o .



••'i.s one of her distinctions*’’ To which record Miss Repplier 

aided: »as though K• ture herself attended a clans of ethics 

before venturing t? allure too freely the ..dstress of
i

Barley F.>r E.rs, Delany, nother paragon of virtue,

she had similar contempt and ridiculed her -ioua nonsense, 

her recoo,sending the fetters” of hrs. Chapone to her six- 

year-old niece ..} & botok comparable to the Bible,®

But it is u on -.rs, Montagu, the jueen of the blut- 

atockings, th t she reserved some of her bust jibes,

Accor Ung to her, too "real • nd very soli* foundation* of 

Mrs. .-ntagtt,s reputation was *tbe adxui table manner in which 

sue fed her Lions,or upon her dinners, not upon her 

essays us Shakespe re or for that matter not even upon 

her letters. Rather slyly .Miss Repplier remarkedj ”A 

mysterious halo of intellectuality surrounded t:r s excellent 

hostess*" Dr, Johnson proved that her literary f&®e was 

undeserved, for he belittled her contribution to Shakes

pearean crI ticisb, Sue continued:
Like the fabled Caliph «tu stood by the Sultan’s 
throne, cr.-wsi ting the flowers of Persian speech 
into comprehensible an- unflattering truths, so 
Dr, Johnson stanza undeceive-, in this pleasant 
half-century of pretence, translating its ornate 
nonsense into language we can too readily under- 
stand.**

The .success ?f -rs. Montagu as a letter writer she attri-

GRe.. -Her, A IDpp £ GJ. f-Century. p, 8* 
i P« iJ»

O, 1 L.,i1 - .
4, W*» p* ii.
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biued to the low literary standards of the age, ishe commented: 

"so far were correspondents from demanding either coherence 

or punctuation, that four volumes of Mrs. Montagu* *3 letters 

were published after her death.

The novelist Ann Radcliffe came in f r her a pare of 

scorn as did Mrs. Qpie and Jane Porter, who wrote novels "on 
a heroic scale,« or "stories after tiie order of teichisedec, 

without beginning and without end."*" Such was the high esteem 

which did Miss Repplier had for the female worthies of the 

happy half century. With sardonic irony she asserted: "Those 

were the days to live in, and sensible people made hrs e to 
be born in time," To her it was t period of "sunlight

<3
mediocrity." Her conclusion to the essay is too good to 

be omitted:

And so my happy half-century draws to its end,
A new era, cold, critical, contentious, depre
cated the old genial absurdities, chilled the 
old sentimental outpourings, questioned the old 
profitable pietism. Unfortunates, born & hundred 
years too late, look back with fistful eyes 
upon t..e golden ge which they felt themselves 
qualified. to adorn.4

From early childhood, Agnes Repplier disliked pietistic 
literature and continued to do so to the end of her life.

Her intolerance of sham and hypocrisy is evident in this 

essay as in many others. To her, tne hap y naif-century 

was largely an age of such pretence and sham. To call

1. Repplier* A. Happy Half-Century* 0. 1
P. Thin., p. 14. ------------------------

• » p. fi.
_  », p• 15•
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Agnes hepplier a "Bluestocking,* is to misunderstand her 

completely; the ten:- was? a symbol of mediocrity, s»>",ss 

a writer and thinker, LisBepnlier bears no resemblance 

to thee.

But her knowledge, as Stokes said, was not limited 

to the hove periodt

He? reading had taken her back to tne time of
•Shakespeare ana tae Eli.;&be than lyrists and, 
with the exception -f t.->e drama to hick her 
essays are for the most pert sihgul&rly void 
- f reference, down to the very days of her 
exgxit decades,*

And, as Stowes added:

but many more than those appearing at length in 
her papers bel > ged in the lists of the elect as 
far as sue was concerned. And even though they 
may not have figured obviously in her work, they 
were close to her and she to them,'

Aitto >ugh sue w&s interested in American literature, it 

never had the appeal that English literature had for her,

S. e admired sincerely the short stories of Orne dewett, 

but Mary E. Wilkins Freeman worked os a fine but thin 

’•vein of ore.*® Mrs. "«lla Ward Howe, the author of "The 

Battle Hymn of Republic," was "overbearingly masterful";4 

she liked the poetry of Walt White, n, one of the major 

poets of her ti e, "though she felt he had written only 

lines here and there that were truly worts remembering,*0

1. Stokes, Re plier, p. 
s. JW-
2* , p. 67,
4, lb bT.» P* 
b, Tbjd., p» 1?6«

249
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But sii- did not amuire the aan; mi e "sue recoginzed that

he always hid t t« c »„rage to be ju.'t what a© wanted to be,

that as never ail med anything to interfere with his life,

and th 3 so© found an admirable quality,” nevertheless, she

’’felt aim to be an incurable poseur, He Loved h-s indecency,

she insisted, clinging to it with alamst embarrassing
^rd'-r,”1 Her data wa •• that

His bouncing yll-ism was not tn« result of 
observation. When he looked about him, he saw 
things clearly and irrevocably; but wnen he 
looked at himself he was dasxied by the picture 
that he drew,,:J

Miss Repplier praised - t . u - speaker, fo...... . spo&e

effectively, •well within bounds, and Mtn a charming 
grace and auuiner.B®

As f * ". some of the other represent!t.ive American

poets khose poetry .A-aa iwtoMed for reading in th public

schools, her cejemants were?

.,nf jrtunafcely ur. Lowell is distinctly a writer 
for adult3j .'iiliam Cullen Bryant, except for 
’Robert of bindoln,» .s hopeless, -umi hoittier 
is nearly --»s bad, though he wrote ’The Bcrefo t 
Boy,’ patronising beyond the endurance of most 
boys, end thrt chewing poet#, ’My playmate.,Zi

Agnes Repplier thought the novels of Mitchell as ?Mul& if 
able. ,6 Abe cared little for the fiction of WUlzm Pern 

Howells, for

1, -'tokes, Rep.;;aifef, p« 198, 
u* .■ -•■-v-_.Her, _ igijt L-e-caci.es, p< 48,
S-. •••ms, op, eil ,7"V7To8,
4, Repplier, op7 cit.. p, £0.
5* Otoaes, op» c i t., p, 10*7.
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H.uells uni re lisa were synonyEiout, and the 
«.- .ayist at the time found the la+-er et least 
<urid and dreary.t Thu ’democratic theory of art’ 
a vocated by Howells, with ts emphvsis upon ., 
the middle cla.-.s, left Agnes Repplier unmoved*

Her preference for tbv novels of Dickens in whose tradition 

Howells belongs and her dislike for those of Howells* is 

not surprising nor contradictory:

Dickens was English*.. eh. time of Sickens* novels 
Was just sufficie-. tly removed from her >wr. to 
lend them, in spite of their realism, an a ..re. of 
the romantic. The long go cir far wwsy, verti
cal: rly v. :an the vista was English , prov oe£ an 
irresistible combination for Agnes Rep ■Her**

Tne early works of Henry Jares meent little to the

essayist. However, as he wprogres: from realist to

symbol i.-.t, from- Too llpst.onic.ns and patsy hitler to the

Wings ui tha -ove and The Golden Bowl his appeal grew for

her**' 'ils:- Repplier f und the «st-oau f cpsaciouness”

novel of Virginia Woolf fop which Henry J «es tte>ay have

paved the way," thin and self-conscious:

But it was vhc late novels of James that his 
characters became increasingly introspective; 
and it was in XilH, long after the appearance

of The c-oxden,bowl, that hiss Repplier called 
him •gree.tl’’*

The boric War, the friendship between James and Dr. White, 

and the change of hie styU may account for her finding him 

a greater novelist than she had at first judged* As he

i« .takes* Re;!i.'lier* p»s . - •» *.*"'*’, - ■p'« P* »■-*<,
b * i by^_.
4 * yi-lu* , P* .4-6.

146.
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progressed in novel writing, he became less realistic, 
and realism at the time was ”an anathema to her,”^ Besides, 

she was conservative and distrusted tne new etna tne »mundaneaf 

the old always had ’’the greater attraction for her.” And, 

in the main, "with little deviation throughout her entire 

career, she preferre English authors to American.

Agnes Repplie • h d knowledge of the literature of other 

countries, namely, of France and of Russia. In her essay 

’’Literary Shibboleths,” she offered «in addition to a 

strong attack on pr tense in reading, fine discriminating 

criticism of Russian and French fiction.” Concerning 

Russian literature which she knew chiefly through the 

work of Tolstoi, she had ”sc nt love” for its

Tne realism of Russia was as unappealing to her 
as that of Howells, an^, tfa-.- moral uplift supposed
ly to be gained from a 'reading of tne count wrs 
to her small compensation indeed for the I ck 
of pleasure to be derived in the process.'®

As a critic, Mias Repplier had littl. to say about

poetry as well as ab.ut drama. As a chile, she loved poetry

’’without understanding it, held by the beauty of the words.
«x

«A simple and sensuous delight,’”^ In her teens, she wrote 

poetry herself and published some of it. And she edited a 

slender anthology, ”boou of Famous Verse,” Yet, she did 
not consider herself an authority in that field. However,

1. Stokes, Repplier, p. 4?, 
8* jbi .. p. 105.
8 * 'X'b i^j.., p • is 50,
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as an essayist, she devoted two essays to Eng. ish and French

love-songs and her views, expressed there, are of interest.

Stokes claimed that it was in ’’English Love-Songs” th: t

the essayist was ”most effective”:

The paper presents a winning plea for the youth
ful beauties of Elizabethan and Caroline poetry 
as opposed to the . nalysis of the Brownings. And 
the evidence in behalf of the older love-songs 
is unmatchable: ’They ar the models for all love- 
scngs ano for all time, and, in their dedicate 
beauty, they endure like fragile pieces of por
celain, to prove how light a thing can bear the 
weight of Immortality.’1

In her opinion, both the French and English love-songs had 

a common philosophy, a philosophy of love, ’’expressed in 

much the same terms of soft insistence,” but with an 

important difference:

the eager desire of the Frenchman to be always 
intelligible ... militates against the perfection 
of the lyric. So too does his exquisite an in
born sense af roportion.*6

As for the sentiment in both love-songs,th&t in the French

is subtler and more artistic:
The delicacy of the sentiment is unmatched in 
English songs... but the mo d which is neither 
sad nor gay, which is fed by refined emotions, 
and tranquillized by time’s subduing touch, 
has been expressed oftener an better in France,'

How ver, she believed the English love-song was superior 

in one respect, its personal n te: ’’What gives to tir old 

love-songs their peculiar felicity, their undecaying 
brightness, is this c /.start s unding of a personal note.”4

1, Stokes, Be;. Her, p, 105,
2, Agnes Rep plier/"‘’’French Love-Songs,” Compromises, p. 159,
3, I bi d., p. Itjt i.
4, Agnes Repplier, ’’English Love-Songs,” Points of View, p, 35,



•She disliked the sonnet-sequences of Sir Philip Sidney,

because he did not, like Bosetti, analyse; he aid not

”lay bare the tuault of his own heart, to© iigi.es and
shades of a.is own sensitive a^fcure,” ,Us sonnet., to Stella

aye not by any ueans passion.-te love-s .ugg; 
they are not even sanguine enough to he pev- 
^oasifcve, obey are steeped throughout in a 
njagent ael&ncfooiy, too restless for resign#-. 
tion, too gentle fir anger, too manly for volt 
i « 1 f - i n<ial g oj»c e,l

jlia quality of youth was ■yriotaor distinctive cuaract.eristic

of tun artistic love-songs. In her opinion, modern poets

Incised that essential note, because ”it is -»ot in this

fairy fashion tnat the truly modern poet declares h_s

parsi-u, She indicted Browing on that score, becanse he,

’’who has been cermea th© poet of love, who has revealed

to us every Changeful moot, every stifled secivt, every

light end s.j.u06 of hv.au ejection, B did not deal with this

theme, Miss Keppliet wrote of him;

Beneath his unspring touch, at once burning and 
subtle, the soul lies bare, and its passions read 
it lice hounds, All that is noble, generous, suf
fering, shameful, hinds in him its ablest ex. ©- 
nent,.,. But he is not glad, for the maladies 
of the soul hew stilled his lau^ .ter, an.. the 
brightness of youth has fled,*

as stokes remarked, her criticism of the Ill- bet., an

lyric revealed '•& sensitivity to beauty exquisitely

1, Bep lier, Feints of View, pp, 64-55,. 
i * Hie. «* p, $1.

iigi.es
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expressed,
One form of literature which particularly attracted 

Agnes Rep '’lier from her earliest days was the n val.

Throughout her writing career she wrote various essays on 

the novel and in them passed j«dg ent upon it as an art 

for®, There were certain aspects on the novel she liked and 

others which she just as strongly disliked. On the ihole, 

she bad a decided taste for the "novel of incident." In 

an essay with that title sir: voiced her preference: "Fr 

ay part, the good novel of character is the novel I can

always pick up; but the good novel of incident is the novel
aI can never lay down.”*"

her dislike for realism in the novel has been mentioned!

Bealls® - in the novel... annoyed her because 
too often the realist emphasised the grubby and 
the completely dull either for the sake of a 
«photographic likeness' or, >hat to her was far 
worse, for didactic purpose.0

As a literary critic, Miss Rep lier greatly dislike! sen

timental and didactic novels. She was unsparing in her 
condemnation of the sentimental novelists, particular the 

female novelists of the early eighteenth century: Radcliffe, 
Ferrler, Charlotte Smith, Ars. Brunton, and Jane Port/er, 

most of whom, with the exception of the historical impor

tance of the first, have been allowed to sink into oblivion.

In the essay,"The Novelist,” even Fanny Eurney was Criticized

1, Stokes, Repplier, p. 2bb,
Mgne© Repplier, "The Novel of Incident,” Essays in minia
ture. p. 217.

o, jaEokes, op. bit., p. 25k,
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for he unwholesome influence on her "sister of Parnassus,"

on the less distinguished women who followed her "brilliant

lead.” It was Burney’s false sense of "propriety, her self-

consciousness, her superhuman diffidence, and her delicious

confusion" upon the least significant occasion, all helped

to produce the false refinement in th fiction of the period.

And Miss Repplier continued:

The passion for novel-reading was asserting it
self for the first time in the history of the 
world as a dominant note of femininity. The sen
timentalities of fiction expended to meet the 
woman*s standard, to satisfy her irrational 
demands.

She favored the novel of incident which gave a "truthful 

representation of life* and which was"the only object 

worthy of a novelist’s skill." She could not tolerate 

the languishing heroines nor heroes of the sentimentalists, 

especially Thaddeus, the hero of Jane Porter’s novel, 

whom she called

the ’Last of the heroes,’ end who way take rank 
with the ’Last of the Mohicans,’ the ’Last of the 
Barons,’ the ’Last of the Cavaliers,’ and all 
the finalities of fiction. With him died th t 
noble race who ex rested our great-grandmother’s artless ideals of perfection,®

In the essay "Fiction in the pulpit," Agnes Repplier 

took to t sk the novelist with a "call," the public that 

wanted to be edified, and the "intrusion of ethics upon 

art," especially literary art. As Stokes cow anted:

1. Agnes Repplier, "The novelist, " A, Hap- y h:if-Century, 
pp. 74-75,

2. Repplier, Essays in Miniature, p. 207*
5. Repplier, A Happy Half-Century, p. 91.
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’’George Eliot,. Ch< rles Reace, Picxens, George Moore,
Howells: all come in for their share of criticism,”1

This was the essay which Lowell read an- approved! It

contains her theory of novel writing. According to "iss

Repplier, a novel is wslmply a novel” not a sermon?

It is not the office of a novelist to show us 
how to behave ourselves; it is not the business 
of fiction to teach us anything,,.. His task is 
simply to give us pleasure, an- his duty is to 
give it within the not very Puritanical limits 
prescribed by our modern notions of decency.

She further theorized:

Art is never didactic, does not ta e kindly to 
facts, is helpless to grapple with theories, and 
is killed outright by a sermon. Its knowledge is 
not th t of a schoolmaster, and is not imparted 
through the severe medium of lessons. It assu.es 
no responsibilities, undertakes no reformation, 
and ... proves nothing.c

In her judgment, if the test of th true ertist be ”to 

conceal his art,” then a transparently didactic purpose 

"is fatal to the perfection of any work claiming to spring 

from the imagination, ” for ’’the purely natural point of 

view, as apart from the purely ethical point of view 
supplies the proper basis for all imaginative writing,”* 4 

She continuedi

It is impossible to preach a sermon out of the 
mouth of fiction without making the fiction sub
ordinate to the sermon, and thus at once destroying 
the just proportions of a story, and forfeiting

1, Stokes, Res 104.rpplier, p.
2« Agnes Repplier, '"Fiction in the Pulpit, " Points of View, 

p, 112,
S. ***<*«. P* US.
4. Ibi?.. pp. 117-118.

assu.es
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that subtle syup. thy with life, as it is, which 
gives to every artistic masterpiece its admirable 
air of self-sufficing and harmonious repose,1

In her opinion, the present stand of reulisai w- s ’’but one 
more phase of the intrusion of ethics upon art,*1 2

Although she insisted that art and morality were two 

separate fields, yet she denied that art wai independent 
of it; she maintained:

that fiction has a mission, nobody dares to doubt; 
that its ethics are of paramount importance, nobody 
dares to deny, It devotes itself in all seriousness 
to our moral and intellectual welfare,°

Miss Repplier amplified her theory of art in other -essays 

which will be given attention. To her, ' cott was the nove

list ideal bec&use he was not a didactic writer and was no 

less ‘'the friend and benefactor of his kind.'**

She also regretted the moralising of critics and

reviewers of her time. Like the novelists, they attempted

in their criticism to be guides, teachers, and philosophers:

One of ihe most curious and depressing things about 
modern literary criticism is the tendency it has to 
slide into an ethical criticism before we know what 
to expect.®

She insisted that the business of a critic and of a reviewer 

alike was to tell the author plainly, precisely, and 

considerately "whet he needed to know am could not see 

for himself.” He was not permit himself ’’the luxury of

1. Repplier, Feints of View, pp. 118-117*
2. I.W.M P> M 

X fa X > P» •
4« Ifeio. 9 p» X<^-4er
5< !M4e> p.e l05<



meandering on either side of txn. way.”1

As a literary critic, Agnes Repplier was nt interested
in any kind of writing, whether prose or poetry, that was

written for an ulterior purpose and paraded as art. To her,

art was "first and f reaost a source of pleasure#” In the

essay, "A plea for Rumor,” she declared: "Any book which

serves to lower the sum f human gayety is s moral delin- 
2quent.” she went even so far as to s y that ”in all rts, 

the fore is more to me than tiie substance,put she was 

no follower of Epicurus or a devotee of Walter Pater, 

although she did admit an acquaintance with both, As stokes 

pointed out:

Early in her career she confessed to valuing 
form over content. And if on occasion she allowed 
the former to wield too obvious a Control over 
the latter for the sake of effect alone, when 
the full scope of her work is taken into account, 
the occasions are slight indeed.

Actually, however, her aesthetics were sound. As Stokes 

continued:

The essayist was indeed a lover of beauty, ho 
further proof is necessary than is to be found 
in what she wrote of the Elizabethan lyric, re
vealing as it does a sensitivity to beauty 
exquisitely expressed,b

Her belief was that beauty was ’’one of the tonics most 

earnestly recommended to our sick souls.” But, in her 
critical credo beauty and wisdom were blended. In her 1 2

1. Agnes Repplier, “Reviewers and Reviewed,’ in the Dozy 
Hours> pp, 142-145.

2, Stokes, Repplier, p. 257,
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essay "Curiosities of Criticism,” she wrote:

Criticist- does not mean a randos opinion on the 
last new novel, though even the most dismal of 
light literature comes fairly with! its scope.
It means a disinterested endeavor to learn and 
to teach whatever wisdom and beauty has been 
added by every age and every nation to the great inheritance of mankind.1

And, as Stokes c Deluded:

iadem and beauty blended in the critical approach 
to life and literature is the essence of the 
writings of Agnes Repplier save when the First 
V.orld War led her into p foreign and not alto
gether congenial field.*

As an essayist, Agnes Repplle had an abiding interest 

in wit and humor, particularly in the former, for he was 

fundamentally an intellectual. Un more than one occasion

humor was her particular interest. In her essays ’'Honor:

English and American” and "The Mission of Humor” she

discussed this form at length. Stokes observed:

it is interesting to note that in tne latter 
essay, written some eighteen years after the 
former, the author is far less favorably in
clined toward the American brand than she is 
toward the English. It is equally curious that 
the earlier pa ©r, coming at a time when nearly 
all tnings English seemed the brightest the 
world had to offer, the essayist favored the 
American to the English.6

Agnes Repplier was quite unpredictable, and trying to 

pigeonhole her in one way or another was a bnsardos 

undertaking. But, to give her theory of wit and humor

1. Repplier, In the Posy Hours, p. 158, 
2# Stokes, Repplier, pp. £58-259.
5, Ibid,, pp. E53-B54.
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its due consideration. She attempted to distinguish between 

the two, as did the Augustaxis Pope, Addison, and J hnson. 

She explained:

Wit is artificial; humor is nturai; wit is 
accidental; humor is inevitable, Wit is born 
of conscious effort; humor, of the allotted iro
nies of fate. Wit can be expressed only in lan
guage; humor can be developed sufficiently in 
situation. Wit is the plaything of the intellec
tual, of the weapon of nimble minds,

Her criticism of American humor was that it was not ”a 

powerful and consistent factor either for destruction or

for refora. It lacks, for the most part, a logical basis, 

and the dignity of a supreme aim,” Carlyle symbolized

for he- tile successful humorist:

He had some measure of mercy for folly. But 
against the whole complicated business of 
pretence, against the pious and respectable 
and patriotic hypocrle.es of a successful 
civilization, be hurled his taunts with,,, 
true aim.

To her, the essence of humor was

that it should be unexpected, that it should 
startle us out of that reasonable gravity which, 
after all, must be our habitual frame of mind*4

Despite her interest in huxaor, one cannot,strictly

speaking, classify Miss Re.Her as e humorist:

she w s endowed with th© humorist’s point of 
view,» and for the most part it did indeed 
allow her to see ’things with uncoop romisixxg 
clearness’ and to judge of them with tolerance 
and good temper,’0

1. Agnes Repplier, *Wit and Humor,« Assays in Idleness, ;, 170, 
2* Agnes Repplier, »Mis«i n of Humor," Americansah3' Others, 

p. 52. '
Ibid., p. 55.
111. . p. 51,

3.
4.
5.

> JK * *
tomes, Re. ..,JJter> P»

hypocrle.es
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The precedi.g analysis of some of the more pertinent

ideas of Agnes Repplier on social and literary topics

naes not g^ve anything like a complete vie*, of , er winds

or of her personality, But it does give s.\ e indication

of her taste, ideals, principles and standards as a critic.

Those were undeniably high. Although she was distracted

by the transitory th.ngs, her primary interest was in the

permanent realities of life. As a writer, she recognized

the influence of literature upon the individual and upon

the nation. She devoted her energies to preserve those

literary, social, and cultural values which she dee ed

worth saving. As Stokes concluded his biography*

But current topics, no matter h w ardently 
discussed for the moment, were not Agnes 
Repplier«s real interest. The written word 
alone she allowed to dominate her life,
’When the standard of criticise is high, 
when the influence of classical and foreign 
literature is understood and appreciated, 
when sloveisly and ill-digested work is prompt
ly recognised as such, then, and then only, 
may we look for the full expansion of a country’s 
genius. To be satisfied with less is an amiable 
weakness rather than an invigorating stimulant 
to perfection.’ This was the admirable creed to 
which Agnes Repplier showed admirable devotion 
through sixty years and more of c nstant labor. 
Weakness, amiable or otherwise, were not for

And, as another critic pointed out:
Agnes Repplier’s strongest claim to literary 
distinction is probably her clear underst n-

1. Stokes, Repplier, p. 262.
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ding of, and her fearless attack on fais, follies, 
iiBd fancies. To see life clearly and to see it whole 
•-.nd, more than this, to express it as one sees it, 
is a gift of the great, Inch in justice she can 
lay claim, >,x

Her influence on American life and letters was a wholesome

one i

Kiss Hepplier has taxen small pains to hide the 
many disenchantments which come to any thought
ful observer of life, but she believes that ’the 
wit ,.n<j wisdom of humanity are permanent,’ She 
has herself been a memorable example of this 
vis dot. and this wit. And while touching so rarely 
upon explicitly Catholic theses, she has brought 
the message of Catholic sanity and security with 
eonsummate art before our groping modern world,

1. icNichois, • we rico, p. 17,
£. Hoehn, Catholic authors, New&rx, 1948, p, 642,
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CHAPTER V

THE STYLIST

One of t e Bost arresting features of Miss Rep lier’s 

essays is her style. She has received due recognition for 

it. Critics* coaioentators, review rs, and scholars have 

be n uniformly unanymous in their praise of it. Agnes 

Repplier is known as a ”conau£c ate artist*Her style 

was not only admired but also widely imitated. As Edith 

Wharton testified* ’’There isn’t & writer in the country 

who hasn’t be n trying to achieve the perfect! n of style 
of the distinguished Kiss Repplier.”^

What is style? Like the tens ’’essay,” style has

flu. er us definitions, for it is the ’’subtlest and most

flexible of arts.” A classical definition of the term is

”The style is the man." An etymological definition describes

it as ’’the art that handles with ever fresh validity and 
4wary alacrity tiie fluid element of s -eecfl," Goethe said 

of styles

Style is founded upon the deepest principles 
of knowledge, upon the very nature of things, 
in so far as we can recognize this in visible and tangible form,0

1. Stokes, Repplier, p. S2S.
2* Ibid., p.'"I5i;
?. Welter Raleigh, Style, London, Edward Arnold, 19., p, 1,
4, Ibio.,
5, Job nn WJfgang von Goethe, "Stil," The Art of the Writer. 

L no Cooper, ed,, I theca, N.Y., ( ornell 'Uriiversi’ty Press, 
1..07, p, 169,
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It nas been pointed out in the preceding cha.-tar that

periection .4 style was j:> of the basic characteristics of

goju ecruy writing, The style of the essay constituted one

of its priory uy.-eois to the render ♦ What is true of great

bo kr is tore than true of essays•

it is ultimately by his fctyle tnc.t a writer is 
troiit, and reic ■ m grer t, for only hooka that 
tre wU?-rritcen survive, though that is not 
to say that all well—written books do* it 9 by 
his style that we recognize 4. writer,*

h'nes He; oiier knew writers an« writings; she studied 

•styles 'an- understood the fundamental requirement J or 

effective anc. profitable essay writing, nhe did mere then 

justie to that n yilronent, for her essays are models 

of sty .Utic art, f. .o/i ner writing, she bestowed her best 

art, v • ner, sty o* in writing •’■wes jjr-.? eminent«j it was the 

'•stern i&V-r oi the fHc<,> In her c rresponcenee, sin 

e&piuniaed the fact 'tint the study of words, of styles, 

of xans and Banners of expression had been a life-long 

work with her.'*4" her achievement was great, and it is the 

task .f this cha.ter t,„- sive her style brief cons .deration,

A detailed study ,>f it would constitute an investigation 
a its 144

■Some of tne ass In qualities of her writing and parti

cularly 01 her style have been esphasiied <,nd underscored

i# t'Xi*P?brr’ London, Oxford
versify ‘-ress, ibo4, p. 4,

S, .t.-ous, yeapliet', p. g§®,
o, Ibio.
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throughout this study, namely, her enduring efforts to study

and to achieve a high quality of stylej her quest for

knowledge and acquisition of it by wide reading, lecturing,

travelling, and cultivating of distinctive friendships

whereby she was to inform her essays; her passion f r word

study, her life-long study f them and her care for the

arrangement of them, of the "exquisite adjustment of a
word t its significance” and f the ’’generous s...pathy
of a word with its surrounding,» which to her were "the
twin perfections” that ’’substantiate genius”;^ her hard

labor to attain mastery of sentence structure, for every

sentence was a matter f supreme 1© ortance to her j

The carefully engineered draft w s revised word 
by word, for Miss Repplier well unerstood the 
first law of authorship! that writing is a matter 
not only of creation but of redemption as welljfc

her pain and research to secure tne ’’well-wrought periods” 

which make her style so ’’felicitous, so lightly woven, 

that it seems Of spontaneous growth”;s her refusal to use 

the hackneyed idea, for she never "stuffed a fuzzy idea 

into the acid of a cliche,” but tried to give always 

"the fresh thought” and delightful phrase; her clarity and 

lucity of thought; and her common sense:

rIM
 tO

. Repplier, "Words,” Essays in Idleness, p. 11©,
» Sweeney, Catholic Ai.»rlc. o. 2?w "
» Harrison f..morris, ’’fgnes Repplier,” The Book Buyer.

Vol. 10 (January 1804), p. 634,
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Always mAss Be/--lier’s writing fees been characterized 
by a substantial intellectual quality -m which be 
iuind a,ay 1 y satisfying bold and through her p-ges 
blow the cool cue invigora ring air® of c»» u<en" Cense;A

finally . er efforts to &&ke het essay® pleasing by restrained 

end. gvirUX use of wit and huaor to give life and gaiety 

to her thought. Only last ingredients of net style will be 

given coi £1 c er at ior,
'tverrl critics noticed its effective vst which

Miss Repplier ,rde of wit and tne neo® by which she

cbteiicd if, As Reilly at served;

ilss Re;;,lier’& power tc oaks? brilliant points 
in favor of her convictions is caterer, by her 
skill in usi.r Irony to weaken or dec troy e false 
position, ghe he? an intisat© ecrmeirtance with 
the lords of i’ory and has studied thee. as 
assiduously as Lytton Straehey, ©©ploying wbst 
she learned with r emits un-ftrtchcyan cession 
for tolerance on- intellectual honesty.*-

Besides, her irony is ma ter Pul, for it ’’swings a wide 

circle”?

it can be rs asly as Addison’s, as gentle as
Lo-b’r, rs sap cs Voltaire’s, as cruel as
La Rochefv.'C&uidi ?, as scorpion-like as ribbon’s.
It can be as Innocent as in ’Lectures are 
transient Thir-gs, forgiven as soon as forgotten,*
?:,o c-ustic as when she describes r wotum... 
es ’brightening up wonderfully under the bene- 
fi-ent influence of other people’s misfortunes, 'ij 

According to St-ices, Agnes Repplier’® wit, Memon-

& traced ao ably an? so often in her essays, defies cat?-

1. ’LL. xrevtw,-' CajUvlie >«gt>ld, Vox. 112 (December 1920), p, 386* 
£ * » '•'1 ’ -» r » t-b. > Hr *' p' 163«
8, -b. .
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ioguing as successfully as do on occasion her varying points
of view.”^ He pointed out three ways whereby she displayed

her wit: & skillful use of incongruity alone} a blend of

the incongruous with something else; use of a kind of

exaggeration that is the result of logic applied in &

different direction. The first needs no explanation; the

second type of it results when
the ridifulousness of a situation or idea is 
revealed, not only by a deft use of the incon
gruous, but also by the simple expedient of 
applying merciless logic to that which usually 
receives aonc other, generally sentiaantil, 
handling.

And in the third form: "cold reason plus exag erati n is 

used to prick a bubble, & bubble that itself is evidence 
of exaggeration.”0

It is a known fact that the First 'World War had a

disrupting influence on kiss Repplier’s writing:

In her essays written during and for sue years 
after the period of the First World War, Mss 
Repplier resorted to wit of a far wre biting 
sort than that which distinguishes the larger 
part of her writings. Aroused by American 
indifference, later somewhat embittered by 
American foolishness, she forgot her sense of 
humor and in an almost relentless display of wit.... 
Sarcasm replaced satire, end the earlier good 
humor was cast aside.1 2 * 4

1. Stokes, Repplier,, p. 254,
2. W4*£. tbi'i.. p. 255.
4. TBTT., pp. 255-256*
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But with the return of pe.ce and security, Mss Repplier

regained her composure and equanimity and resumed her

former way of writing. To Think of Tea, published in 1932,

was written in her early humourous and light-hearted vein.

Anti so was In pur-sult of laughter, which followed that work,

tier war-time essays were but a passing phase of her writing.

Crusading and reforming were not her true fields; she was

bound to return to her original methodj

at the core of the change lay the essayist’s true 
affections. She was not comfortable with those 
who advocated causes. And she e uld no ore 
farswear the power of the Intellectual pastimes 
of her childhood, which, as she had said, an 
author’s work reflected, than she c uld forswear 
the power of love itself, Xt w< inevitable 
that she should return to the older, far 
happier pursuits.

As a stylist, Miss Repplier was n fc free fro, limita

tions either, Most have admired her special gift for 

»apt phrases,” The same ability proved to be one of her 
principal weaknesses;

tne principal source of her limitation was an 
undenialbe love for phrase-making, the lure of 
tne neat remark even on occasion at the cost of 
her equally undeniably good ’reading sense,

She deliberately misread Longf'ell w’s ’’ps&lm of life”
’’for mere effect, ”c and in her volume B<ws and hen she 

misquoted St. Teresa of Avila to rank her with the spiritual

1, Stokes, Rep.-lier,
2,
3 * *»

« Xfrld.,
P«
PP'

~, PP-*
252-253.

233.
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nessf ■ ist»

On the whole, however, ‘‘ias .e,.-tier’s es'.ays .--re 

ch«r.*.dterize: toy tne "spirit of truth.” It oan be found in

c su.; h id h n. t ■ first to the last,

with rare except! ms, there is to be found

tne srue olearnea.-; of insiyut, txie same disregard 
f >r passing fr«< scg and fancies, the same unmasking 
of pretense cid falsehood, ;ne sa.ie fe-'-rf-ess con- 
leapt for anything tout truth.*"

oecausu sue g ;•« &« such attention to forte as she fid 

to c ■ ntent, axes He., -tier*s writings will live* Because she 

had proved herself the "sty Liat uaong btyliat^”’5 she will 

never lack interests' readers*

It is for th.:.a very reason that, even though on
■ ocas, ij oo- any not agree with what the writer 

has to .say, seldom indeed can one argue over the 
w^y it; which it has been said. It is for 'this

very reason ..oat hiss Repplier was able to interest 
a host if readers in nutters ;.ong considered dear., 
and n the byways of history and literature.*

Despite ner interest in the past and dee •• sysmhaties with

it, her style, no less than her th tight, is moderns It is

typically /.owricaa and many ways symbolized American life,

for the environment in which ahe then Lived was noted f.r

its pace and precision, as it does nor: it

runs on so f•st that we have no time to ause in 
order to nnravle the rangled skf ius of devious 
sentences. American writers must be pelluc dly

1- f or Lc.f.» .V-^L* -v {November l«s68), p. f6f, 
a, W'cTSaols, fagrlca, p. 18.
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clear* Agnes Rep. lier is* American life is tense, 
stirring, bustling. Our writers must bear. time with 
our nerves* They must be brisk, racy, snappy, Agnes 
Repplier is.

Although she more than once chose "deliberately to treat 

a nobly aloof and independent path," she was American in 

the best sense of the wordj tolerant, genial, and genteel. 

She was a real American lady and the most distinguished 

American female essayist.

1. McSihbols, America, p, 18,
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CONCLUSION

hgnes itep - .i^r wus a born write”. Tovlc.entlaliy, 

xicr i. jtu-. ?, ae uc/.cor, uid F&ther Heeler recognized 

that «• Give ability encotvo&ed its devei.paent. The 

treminp ^ica .»;e "oceivad at hot-.a influenced her lifo 

atid : c.tit,;.. ,,>■ ., merited per .ootior’s interest in

literature mu matters intellectual. Tne freedom of her 

haae life fr © rigid parental discipline as »eli as tn- 

;?e-UM to re.-.-.' 0.3 s.io pleased nd berfr'icial effects on 

oex‘ cu rector. bae pi .©vied and argued with her readers for 

si:alx,.r ;o bunds of educating and rearing children.

de.® her .aide reading and travelling sne required 

nigh .uind.^rda ji taste, high ideal5 and principles of art, 

literature,, and life. She tabued her writings with those 

ideals, Style is a ©utter of iiind as well -as personality. 

Her essays faithfully eirror her wind and individuality. 

They ■: ore serene ,0 coaposed, .,i-»'e her character, uer 

essays ^sre ae-.wt to be friends, not necessarily mentors, 

guides, or teachers. They entertain, but they io much ©ore. 

Tuey to give pleasing information which does help to 

evelatc and ennoble the reader. Such e feets are true 

criteria oi goou »riling.
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